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Abstract
Software restructuring is a form of perfective maintenance that modifies the structure
of a program's source code. lts goal is increased maintainability to better facilitate
other maintenance activities, such as adding new functionality or correcting previously
undetected errors.
The modification of structure is achieved by applying transformations to the source
code of a software system. Software engineers often attempt to restructure software by
manually transforming the source code. This approach may lead to undesirable and
undetectable changes in its behaviour. Ensuring that manual transformations preserve
functionality during restructuring is difficult; guaranteeing it is almost impossible.
One solution to the problem of manual restructuring is automation through use of
a restructuring tool. The tool becomes responsible to examine each transformation
and determine its impact on the software's behaviour. If a transformation preserves
functionality, it may be applied to produce new source code. The tool only automates
the application of transformations. The decision regarding which transformation to
apply in a specific situation still resides with the maintainer.
This thesis describes the design and implementation of a restructuring tool for the
Oberon language, a successor of Pascal and Modula-2, under the PC Native Oberon
operating system. The process of creating an adequate abstraction of a program's
structure and its use to apply transformations and generate new source code are in-
vestigated. Transformations can be divided into different classes: Scoping, Syntactic,
Control flow and Abstraction transformations. The restructuring tool described in this
thesis contains implementations from all four classes. Informal arguments regarding
the correctness of each transformation are also presented.
iii
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Opsomming
Die herstrukturering van programmatuur is daarop gemik om die struktuur van 'n
program se bronkode te wysig. Hierdie strukturele veranderings dien in die algemeen
as voorbereiding vir meer omvangryke onderhoudsaktiwiteite, soos byvoorbeeld die
toevoeging van nuwe funksionaliteit of die korrigering van foute wat voorheen verskuil
was.
Die verandering in struktuur word teweeggebring deur die toepassing van transfor-
masies op die bronkode. Programmatuur-ontwikkelaars voer dikwels sulke transfor-
masies met die hand uit. Sulke optrede kan problematies wees indien 'n transformasie
die funksionaliteit, in terme van programgedrag, van die programmatuur beïnvloed.
Dit is moeilik om te verseker dat bogenoemde metode funksionaliteit sal behou; om dit
te waarborg is so te sê onmoontlik.
'n Oplossing vir bogenoemde probleem is die outomatisering van die herstrukturerings-
proses deur die gebruik van gespesialiseerde programmatuur. Hierdie programmatuur
is in staat om die nodige transformasies toe te pas en terselfdertyd funksionaliteit te
waarborg. Die keuse vir die toepassing van 'n spesifieke transformasie lê egter steeds
by die programmeerder.
Hierdie tesis bespreek die ontwerp en implementering van programmatuur om bron-
kode, geskryf in Oberon (die opvolger van Pascal en Modula-2), te herstruktureer. Die
skep van 'n voldoende abstrakte voorstelling van bronkode, die gebruik van sodanige
voorstelling in die toepassing van transformasies en die reprodusering van nuwe bron-
kode, word bespreek. Transformasies kan in vier breë klasse verdeel word: Bestek,
Sintaks, Kontrolevloei en Abstraksie. Die programmatuur wat ontwikkel is vir hierdie
tesis bevat voorbeelde uit elkeen van die voorafgenoemde klasse. Informele argumente
word aangebied om die korrektheid van die onderskeie transformasies te staaf.
iv
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Implementing software correctly and efficiently is difficult. The evolutionary nature of
software, combined with the imperfections that occur during implementation are man-
ifested by the need for software maintenance. Gallagher defines software maintenance
as
" the process of designing and integrating consistent changes to an exist-
ing software system."
and states that the impact these changes have on a system is not always clear to the
maintainer [18J. Maintenance is an expensive activity. Studies have confirmed that in
some cases it may consume up to 80% of an organisation's budget, limiting resources to
develop new software [8J. Finding more efficient ways to maintain software is important
and requires knowledge of the various activities and their underlying roles within the
development cycle. The maintenance process can be broken down into the following
three activities:
• Corrective maintenance is defined as the correction of errors in operational sys-
tems. These errors can usually be attributed to poorly designed and inadequate
test cases that failed to identify them during the development and testing phase
of the software [8, 39J.
• Perfective maintenance includes those activities that aim to increase the efficiency
of a system or make the system more maintainable for the programmers once it
is operational [8, 39J.
1
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 2
• Adaptive maintenance occurs when changes in a software system are prompted
by changes in its operating environment. Functionality that was not anticipated
during the initial design is usually incorporated into the system during this ac-
tivity [8, 39].
The application of more stringent testing procedures will reduce errors and should al-
leviate the pressure to perform corrective maintenance. Little can be done to reduce
adaptive activities since this part of the maintenance equation is often driven by end-
user needs, industry trends and competition. Perfective maintenance impacts directly
on both corrective and adaptive activities. It is generally accepted that software de-
grades over time. Keeping a system structured will not only reduce the time required to
apply corrective measurements when the need arises, but will also simplify the process
of integrating new features into a system.
Restructuring is a form of perfective maintenance and strives to increase the main-
tainability of a system. Arnold defines software restructuring as the modification of
software to make it easier to understand and less susceptible to errors [2]. The modifi-
cation is achieved by applying transformations to the source code to alter its structure.
Change in structure often implies change in behaviour. This problem can be addressed
by applying meaning preserving transformations to a program. Meaning preserving
transformations ensure that the transformed system is functionally equivalent to its
predecessor, given the same set of inputs.
Manual restructuring is error prone since the maintainer has no way to guarantee that
the changes hel introduced will preserve the system's behaviour. The responsibility
to guarantee functional equivalence can be shifted from the maintainer when using a
restructuring tool. The tool becomes responsible for determining whether or not a spe-
cific transformation invalidates the condition of functional equivalence. It is important
to note that a restructuring tool only automates the application of transformations;
the decision to apply a specific transformation ultimately resides with the maintainer.
Several restructuring tools for a variety of programming languages exist today. Amongst
these are Griswold's tool for Scheme [19],CStructure for the C language [30],Elbereth
for Java [24], SPRUCEfor Pascal [26] and the Refactoring Browser for SmallTalk [37].
A diverse collection of issues surrounding restructuring are addressed by the various
tools. Tools such as Elbereth attempt to aid the maintainer in designing and plan-
ning maintenance activities by visualising a system's structure using the Star-Diagram.
1"He" should be read as "he or she" throughout this thesis.
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The CStructure tool, on the other hand, implements specialised transformations in-
cluding statement re-ordering based on virtual control flow analysis. Approaches vary
between tools, but the goal is consistent: Developing efficient techniques for software
maintenance.
Empirical results indicate that restructuring tools impact positively on software main-
tenance. Griswold's experiments indicate that tool-aided restructuring reduces both
errors and maintenance cost [19]. Markosian et al. showed that the time required to
re-engineer a large software module could be reduced from 20 person-weeks to only
4 person-hours by using a restructuring tool [27]. Case studies based on the Design
Maintenance System (DMS) show that clone detection, a method by which duplicate
code is identified, can locate and remove up to 10% redundancy in systems [4].
1.1 The subject of this thesis
The goal of this thesis is the implementation of a prototype tool for restructuring
software modules written in Oberon2 called Native Oberon Restructuring Tool (NaRT).
Although the prototype was designed specifically for the PC Native Oberon system,
it will be possible to port it to other Oberon platforms. The choice of Oberon is
motivated by two factors. First, there is currently no restructuring tool available for
Oberon. Second, Oberon is a general purpose programming language and as such poses
similar problems that restructuring tools for other languages are facing.
A number of secondary goals will also be addressed in this thesis and include the
following:
1. The use of a single program representation structure that can facilitate both
transformations and the generation of new source code.
2. Describing the various transformations implemented in NaRT and comparing them
with similar transformations found in other tools.
3. Proposing, describing and motivating new transformations as possible future re-
search.
20beron is the name of both an operating system and programming language.
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1.2 The outline of this thesis
An overview of implementation methodologies for transformations is presented in Chap-
ter 2. The relationship between program transformations and program representation
is also examined. An outline of the advantages and disadvantages of the respective
structures is presented.
The representation structure used in the implementation of NORT is examined in Chap-
ter 3. This structure is introduced through various short examples, allowing the reader
to familiarise himself with the representation and its relationship with constructs in
the Oberon language.
The transformations supported by NORT will be examined in Chapter 4. A notation to
describe transformations is also introduced. Arguments will be presented to illustrate
that the transformations enforce functional equivalence.
A discussion on the implementation of NORT is presented in Chapter 5. An evaluation
of the tool and suggested future work are also presented.
Stellenbosch University http://scholar.sun.ac.za
Chapter 2
Program Representation and
Transformations
Successfully applying transformations to a program requires a robust method to ma-
nipulate the structure of the program interactively. This method should also facilitate
the generation of source code because restructuring operations are essentially source-to-
source translations. This chapter does not present a comprehensive survey of software
maintenance and restructuring. A more focused approach is taken and only work closely
related to the issues surrounding restructuring tools are discussed.
The concepts of transformation and restructuring are described in Section 2.1, followed
by a discussion of different implementation methodologies and the use of program
representation structures as a means to facilitate transformations. Various structures
are examined in more detail in Section 2.2 and include the abstract syntax tree (AST),
control flow graph (CFG), program dependence graph (PDG) and the unified inter-
procedural graph (UIG).
2.1 Transformation and Restructuring
A transformation T is a function that receives a source program P as input and
produces a new source program P'. P' is said to be functionally equivalent to P
(written as P' == P) iff P' exhibits identical behaviour to P for all defined inputs of P.
T is said to be a meaning preserving transformation if P == P' [20]. Transformations in
object-oriented systems are often referred to as refactorings [17, 34, 36]. Fowler defines
5
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a refactoring as a change made to the internal structure of software to make it easier
to understand and cheaper to modify without changing its observable behaviour [17].
This definition is similar to that of a meaning preserving transformation.!
Transformations form the basis of restructuring and describe a single action that im-
proves structure and preserves meaning. Restructuring, on the other hand, is a prepara-
tory process in which transformations are applied at regular intervals to realize certain
goals and obtain what is deemed a well structured system, suitable for comprehensive
maintenance operations.
2.1.1 Manual Restructuring
Various methods exist whereby one can restructure a system. Manual restructuring
is perhaps the most common technique for implementing transformations, although
not very efficient. Griswold reached three conclusions based on observations that were
made during an experiment where a group of programmers were given the task of
restructuring a small program by hand [19]:
1. People are inconsistent. The subjects in the experiment used various combina-
tions of Copy-Paste and Cut-Paste techniques to restructure the program, but
were inconsistent as far as the application of these techniques were concerned.
2. People make mistakes. Many of the subjects committed small syntactic and
semantic errors which can easily be avoided when taking an automated, tool-
based approach.
3. Manual restructuring is haphazard. Many of the subjects focused locally, ignoring
the global implications of their actions. Again, these problems can be avoided by
taking a tool-based approach.
The number of errors being introduced during manual restructuring can be restricted
through regular testing [17]. However, as Dijkstra so eloquently remarked:
"...program testing can be a very effective way to show the presence of bugs,
but it is hopelessly inadequate for showing their absence." [12]
1Refactoring and transformation are treated as equivalent terms for the purpose of this thesis.
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2.1.2 Automated Restructuring
Alternatively, the transformation process may be automated to realize restructuring
goals. A tool based on the direct manipulation of the source text of a program is per haps
the simplest solution for implementing transformations. A transformation that renames
a variable translates into a Search-and-Replace operation, a function found in most
text editors. Difficulties exist in obtaining information about semantic properties when
manipulating the source text of a program directly [20]. Renaming a variable is simple
compared to an operation that allows one to re-order statements, possibly changing the
behaviour of the program and its functionality. Tools based on direct text manipulation
are therefore not an effective solution to satisfy the requirements of automation.
Techniques such as term rewriting can also be used to implement transformations.
Term rewriting is the specification of a system in terms of recursive equations. These
equations are transformed into new, but equivalent equations using a process of folding
and unfolding [9]. Burstall and Darlington's rewrite system was originally designed to
facilitate the creation and maintenance of software. The authors state that:
"The overall aim of our investigation has been to help people to write correct
programs which are easy to alter." [9]
Although restricted to applicative (functional) languages [13], term rewriting has been
successfully applied in the development of transformation tools for legacy COBOL
systems [43].
A third method for implementing transformations is the manipulation of program rep-
resentation structures. These structures not only record the syntactic structure of a
program, but often provides additional information to aid with tasks such as the anal-
ysis of semantic properties. While the majority of representation structures have been
around since the early days of compilers, others have only recently emerged.
The information these structures provide are used by restructuring tools to determine
the validity of a transformation and the impact it will have on the functionality of a
program. A further advantage is that they can be used to generate new source code
once a transformation has been applied.
Program representation structures are often based on graphs that can be visualised.
The visualisation can either be achieved by using standard graph layout algorithms [38]
or by using more specialised visualisation methods, such as the Star-Diagram [6], to
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focus on specific properties. Tools such as Aspect Browser (AB) creates a special map
of the program source to assist with the planning of maintenance operations [21]. The
major advantage of visualisation lies in the abstract reasoning being presented to the
maintainer, allowing him to choose the best transformation for a specific situation.
2.2 Program Representation Structures
Understanding the nature of the various program representation structures is crucial
when selecting a structure capable of meeting the requirements of a specific restruc-
turing tool. Each structure provides a number of advantages and disadvantages when
compared to other structures. This section will briefly examine four representation
structures and discuss their role in restructuring tools.
2.2.1 The Abstract Syntax Tree
The AST is the closest representation of the program source, as the graph is primarily
constructed through the application of the production rules of the language's syntax [1,
46]. Being a close representation of the source code makes it ideal to generate new
source code, but difficult to obtain information required to perform meaning preserving
transformations.
This problem has recently been addressed by the application of virtual control flow and
demand driven data analysis [29]. Virtual control flow analysis is a method through
which control successor and predecessor expressions can be computed on demand. The
AST, combined with demand driven data analysis, eliminates the need to maintain
other complex structures [29]. The CStructure transformation tool makes use of this
technique [29].
2.2.2 The Control Flow Graph
A CFG is a directed graph whose nodes are composed of basic blocks with directed
edges between two nodes Nl and N2 if control flows directly from Nl to N2 [7, 44].
Traditionally, the CFG is used as a form of intermediate representation to facilitate
optimisation operations within a compiler [1, 7].
Although it is impossible to generate accurate source code from the CFG alone, it
Stellenbosch University http://scholar.sun.ac.za
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does provide the necessary information to ensure meaning preserving transformations.
The CFG must be used in conjunction with other structures, such as the AST, to
generate source code. Maintaining multiple structures introduces complexities into a
restructuring tool, such as defining mapping functions to relate one structure to another
or keeping the various structures synchronised between transformations [29, 19].
2.2.3 The Program Dependence Graph
A PDG represents a program as a graph where the vertices are statements or predicate
expressions and the edges connecting these vertices denote the control and data depen-
dencies on which the execution of the vertices depend [15]. Since both control and
data dependencies are represented by the PDG, it requires the construction of a CFG
and some extensive data flow analysis. PDGs are typically used as a form of interme-
diate program representation in optimising compilers [7, 32] or in designing program
slicers [15]. The PDG also introduces several disadvantages, such as the calculation
of information that may never be used [29]. However, combining the PDG and AST
allows for the implementation of meaning preserving transformations [19]. Griswold's
tool for restructuring Scheme programs was based on manipulating the PDG.
2.2.4 The Unified Inter-procedural Graph
The UIG addresses the issue of multiple representation structures to some extent
and reduces information redundancy created by maintaining multiple structures [22].
The UIG combines the features of the call graph, program summary graph, inter-
procedural graph and system dependence graph into a single structure. The nodes in a
call graph represent individual procedures and record information related to call sites
and parameters. The program summary graph extends the call graph, allowing flow
sensitive data analysis across procedures. The inter-procedural graph can be used for
more specialized analysis, but does not provide any control dependence information.
The system dependence graph is a variation of the call graph, capable of representing
control dependencies.
The construction of the unified inter-procedural graph requires that all of the afore-
mentioned structures are built. Using only the UIG to develop a restructuring tool
may not be the most efficient method, especially given the overhead incurred by con-
structing the various graphs. However, the UIG was developed for a large software
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maintenance environment that, apart from restructuring, included activities such as
testing and debugging and should be evaluated in terms of its operating environment.
2.3 Summary
Examination of the representation structures seems to reveal that restructuring tools
are based on data structures whose original design were not prompted by the need
to perform source-to-source transformations. These structures were designed with dif-
ferent goals in mind, such as generating optimal code or computing minimum sub-
programs to identify the relationship of a specific entity within a system in the case of
a program slicing tool.
Morgenthaler makes the following remark with regards to the various program repre-
sentations:
"Since none of these data structures explicitly contain all the information
required by restructuring transformations, the question of how to obtain
the remaining information must still be answered." [29]
Chapter 3 introduces the program representation structure employed by NORT. This
structure is not an answer to the question posed by Morgenthaler, but perhaps a step
towards finding one.
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Chapter 3
The Context Entity Graph
Transformations in NaRT are applied by manipulating a program representation struc-
ture called the context entity graph (CEG). The construction of the CEG and its re-
lationship with the Oberon language is examined in this chapter. The structure fulfils
two important functions: First, it facilitates the application of a transformation and
provides the necessary information to determine if the transformation is valid. Second,
the CEG is an accurate representation of the original program and can be used to
generate new source code after every restructuring operation.
A description of the CEG is presented in Section 3.1. A more formal definition will be
provided in Chapter 4. The construction of the CEG is examined in Section 3.2.
3.1 Definitions
The CEG is a decorated graph based on the abstract syntax tree (AST). It is pri-
marily composed of nodes representing entities and contexts. Apart from being used
to represent the structure of a program, it also records information regarding specific
dependencies that may exist between various nodes in the graph.
An entity constitutes an indivisible language construct or declaration that may not
encapsulate other entities and must impose a single execution path if it represents a
statement. Examples of entities include constant, type and variable declarations as
well as simple executable statements such as assignments, procedure calls, EXIT and
RETURN statements.
11
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A context extends the entity concept and encapsulates the declaration of other entities.
Contexts are also used to represent complex type structures or multiple execution
paths in the case of compound and selection statements. Examples of contexts include
modules, records, procedure declarations, compound statements such as WHILE and
LOOP and selection statements such as IF and CASE.
3.2 Constructing the CEG
The nodes inside the CEG not only represent the contexts and entities that exist
within a program, but also the dependencies that may exist between them. Some
dependencies are computed while the CEG is constructed, whilst others are computed
on demand when applying specific transformations. The CEG is a dynamic structure
and may either grow or shrink during the application of transformations. For example,
removing a constant declaration would result in the deletion of the nodes in the CEG
representing its declaration.
The mechanisms responsible for constructing the CEG are embedded within the parser
of NORT. The parser itself is based on a typical recursive descent algorithm [1], similar to
the implementation used by various Oberon compilers such as OP2 and OOC2 [7, 45, 47].
Extending the parser of the OP2 compiler, as was done in the case of a program slicing
tool developed at Linz [42], would follow the design philosophy of Oberon, but was
rejected for the following reasons:
1. The OP2 compiler dynamically constructs and collapses scopes during parsing.
The requirements imposed by the transformation functions supported in NORT
require that all scopes within a program are visible (open).
2. Certain optimisations, such as constant folding, may destroy information required
to reproduce accurate source code. Ultimately, a restructuring tool performs
source-to-source translations guided by rules that attempt to preserve functional
equivalence. Consider the constant declaration DiskSpace = Bl.ocka=B'Lockê i.ze
where Blocks = 1440 and BlockSize = 1024. The reproduced source after con-
stant folding becomes DiskSpace = 1474560. The original code can no longer
be reproduced because of a simple optimisation. The loss in meaning incurred
in this example is minimal, but may increase when more complex systems are
considered.
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3. The OP2 compiler would require extensive modifications to include the necessary
structures to represent dependency relationships and remove unnecessary infor-
mation used during code generation.
4. The OP2 compiler is designed to be portable with support for multiple machine
architectures [lOJ. However, many variations of Oberon (both the language and
operating system) are in existence today, including different compiler implemen-
tations. Separating NORT from a specific compiler implementation, and more
specifically, the program representation used by such an implementation, results
in an independent tool and greater portability.
The various constructs of Oberon will be discussed to show how the eEG is constructed.
Each section not only examines the formal language definition of the construct, but also
provides short, concrete examples to illustrate the relationship between the language
and the eEG. A short discussion regarding the implementation of each construct is
presented at the end of every section.
3.2.1 Language Restrictions
Only a subset of the Oberon language is currently supported by NORT. The subset was
chosen to facilitate the testing and evaluation of the eEG structure in terms of source-
to-source transformations and the application of demand driven analysis techniques.
The following restrictions were imposed:
• Pointer declarations are allowed, but entities containing references to pointers
may result in undefined behaviour when transformations involving data flow anal-
ysis are applied. Points-to analysis is a technique that can be used to perform data
analysis on expressions and statements involving pointers by identifying aliases
within a program. An alias is created when two I-values within a statement or
expression reference the same memory location [29J.
Various points-to analysis algorithms exist, but are often not suited for demand
driven techniques because of their exhaustive nature and complexity [29,40, 41J.
However, near linear time algorithms do exist and may be considered for inclusion
in future implementations [3, 41J.
• Type extended records are not supported. Oberon implements objects as type
extended records, resulting in the creation of both static and dynamic types. Type
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extended records are evaluated by using the WITHguard along with the IS guard
test while methods are implemented using type bound procedures and procedure
variables [35, 47]. Procedure variables are similar to function pointers found in C
and C++ and would therefore require the implementation of points-to analysis
algorithms to facilitate data and code abstraction transformations involving type
extended records.
3.2.2 The Module Context
The unit of compilation in Oberon is called a module [47] and is represented by the
module context. An example of a module context is illustrated in Figure 1 along with
its EBNF definition. The context in which an entity exists is called the defining or
parent context. The Context edge of a node always points to its defining context.
Apart from the predefined context (discussed in Section 3.2.9), no other context exists
outside the module because NORTrestricts transformations to a single module. This
restriction is imposed by turning the Context edge of a module into a self-loop.
Labelled, directed edges point to the various contexts and entities that exist within the
module. These edges represent the DeclarationSequence and Importlist produc-
tions contained in the EBNF. Constant declarations are denoted by the ConstantEnt i ty
edge, type declarations by the TypeEnti ty edge, and so forth.
Modules in Oberon may export items to grant other modules access to them. The
collection of items exported by a module is called a definition [35]. A module must
import other modules to gain access to their definitions. The ImportContext edge in
Figure 1 represents the definitions of all the imported modules.
Finally, each module contains an optional statement sequence represented by the Body
edge of the module context. This edge points to the first statement if a statement
sequence is present.
Implementation
The construction process is initiated by calling the Module function located in the
NORTParser module. The function's implementation is shown in Figure 2. An empty
module context containing the name of the module being parsed is created in line 7.
Import contexts are generated if necessary (lines 9 through 13), followed by the various
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MODULE M;
END M.
M
cntxModule
VariableEntity
ProcedureContext
ImportContext
Body
module = MODULE ident ";" [Importlist] DeclarationSequence
[BEGIN StatementSequence] END ident " "
Figure 1: The top part of the figure contains an empty Oberon module called M along
with its CEG. The EBNF definition for a module is presented at the bottom of the
figure. The Context edge forms a self-loop because, apart from the predefined context,
no contexts exist outside the module.
declarations (line 14) and a possible statement sequence (lines 15, 16 and 17). Most
of the procedures in the parser require the current context as a parameter. This not
only results in efficient searching, but also ensures that entities are created within the
correct parent context. The completed CEG is returned in line 19 once the source
program has been parsed.
3.2.3 The Import Context
Module definitions are stored in a symbol file that is generated during compilation
and incrementally updated when changes occur. Oberon implements a variation of the
object model (OM) for its symbol files that allows the addition of new symbols to the
module definition without invalidating existing clients of the module [11]. The symbol
file of each imported module is examined by NORT to obtain the module's definition and
create an equivalent import context. The SYSTEM module is an exception to this rule.
This module is platform dependent and used to perform specific low-level operations.
The import context for the SYSTEM module is generated internally by NORT.
Figure 3 illustrates module M2 importing module Ml along with the corresponding
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1. PROCEDURE Module*(): NCEG.CEGNode;
2. VAR
3. ModuleContext: NCEG.CEGNode;
4. BEGIN
5. NCEG.lnitializeStats; NS.GetToken(Token);
6. Expect(ND.symModule); Expect(ND.symldent);
7. ModuleContext := NCEG.CreateModuleContext(PreviousToken.Name);
8. Expect(ND.symSemi);
9. IF Token.Type = ND.symlmport THEN
10. NS.GetToken(Token); Import;
11. WHILE Token.Type = ND.symComma DO Import END;
12. Expect(ND.symSemi)
13. END;
14. DeclarationSequence(ModuleContext);
15. IF Token.Type = ND.symBegin THEN
16. NS.GetToken(Token); StatementSequence(ModuleContext, ModuleContext.Body)
17. END;
18. Expect(ND.symEnd); Expect(ND.symldent); Expect(ND.symStop);
19. RETURN ModuleContext
20. END Module;
Figure 2: The Module function is the starting point of the restructuring process. A
CEG is returned upon successfully parsing an Oberon module.
EBNF definition. An import context for Mi is created and connected to M2 by its
ImportContext edge. Note that the structure of an import context closely resembles
that of the module context because it represents a module definition.
Implementation
The list of imported modules is parsed by the Import procedure called in line 10 of
Figure 2. Procedure Import calls CreateImportContext once it has identified the
imported module. Procedure CreateImportContext is responsible for parsing the def-
inition of the imported module (located within the symbol file section of its object file)
and creating an import context node that corresponds with its definition. The import
context is returned and inserted into the ImportContext edge of the module context.
This process is repeated until contexts for all the imported modules have been created.
3.2.4 Constant Entities
Figure 4 depicts the CEG for two constant declarations along with the Oberon im-
plementation and the corresponding EBNF. The first constant declaration within a
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MODULE Ml;
END Ml.
MODULE M2;
IMPORT
Ml;
END M2.
M2 Ml
ImportContext
cntxModule cntxlrnport
! 'constantEntity ! 'Con
TypeEntlty TypeEn
VariableEntity VariableE
ProcedureContext ProcedureCo
Bod
stantEntity
tity
ntity
ntext
y
Importlist = IMPORT import {"," import}
import = ident [":=" ident]
11.11,
Figure 3: Module Mi is imported by M2. The import context created from the definition
of Mi is connected to the module context of M2 through the IrnportContext edge.
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context is indicated by the ConstantEnti ty edge. The remaining declarations are lo-
cated by traversing the Next edge of each constant entity. Every constant contains an
.s-::
edge labelled Expression that points to the root of the expression tree associated with
the constant.
Constant A contains an edge labelled DependencySet. This edge is present whenever
an entity is referenced by other entities within a module. The DependencySet edge
points to a list of reference dependency nodes. These nodes in turn point to the actual
entity that generated the reference. In this example, constant 8 references A by way of
the expression, A*2. The reference dependency node therefore points to B.
The expression tree associated with 8 in Figure 4 contains a node with an edge labelled
Designator that points to an anonymous designator node. The anonymous designator
in turn points to the node containing the declaration of A. This level of indirection is
required to create a uniform structure that can accommodate both single and qualified
identifiers and is based on the EBNF definition of a designator. Qualified identifiers
are used when referring to imported entities or record fields. for example R. x. Y.z. A
designator node is created for every reference to an identifier. The designator nodes
also ensure that correct source code is generated by always obtaining the name of an
identifier from its declaration.
Implementation
Constant declarations are handled within the DeclarationSequence procedure. The
excerpt in Figure 5 shows the implementation for constant declarations (lines 10 through
24). The identifier name is used to perform a local search within the current context to
determine whether similarly named identifier already exists (line 13, FindLocalCEGNode).
If not, a constant entity, along with its expression tree, is created and inserted into the
ConstantEnti ty edge of the current context (lines 15 through 21). Lines 25 through
31 handle the remaining declarations for types, variables and procedures.
Dependency nodes are generated during parsing. Consider the declaration of 8 III
Figure 4 again. A constant entity for 8 will be created in node at line 19 of Figure 5.
This entity is then passed as a parameter to procedure Expression (line 20). Eventually
the expression routine will locate the node representing A. At this point, a dependency
node pointing to 8 is created and inserted into the dependency set of A after which
the expression tree is completed and finally inserted into the Expression edge of B.
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CaNST
A* = 3;
B = A*2;
ConstantEntity
Expression
DependencySet
Expression
Next
FALSE
Designator
Designator anonDesignator
ConstantDeclaration = identdef "=" ConstExpression
ConstExpression = expression
Figure 4: Two constant declarations exhibiting a dependency relationship. The boolean
fields of the nodes indicate whether they are marked for export. This is indicated by
placing the export mark * after the identifier being exported (the declaration of A in
this case).
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The completed constant is then inserted into the ConstantEnti ty edge of the current
context.
3.2.5 Type Entities
Type entities are created for type declarations. Figure 6 shows the CEG for two simple
type declarations along with the EBNF definition.
Type names have an associated type called a type dependency. In Figure 6, X has a type
dependency on the predefined type entity INTEGERwhile Y exhibits a type dependency
on X. This dependency is indicated by the dependency set of X.
Apart from type dependencies, each type entity also records information about its own
structure. Both X and Yare user defined types (indicated by the typUserDefined field
in the node) while INTEGERis associated with a simple type structure (indicated by
typSimple) .
Figure 7 illustrates a type declaration for a record. The internal fields of the record
are represented by field entities. The defining context of a field entity is the record
structure in which it is defined. Note that the node type of Ris entType even though it
represents a context. The declaration of R represents an entity, but the type structure
associated with its type dependency represents a context. Type entities and contexts
are distinguished based upon their structural type (typRecord in the case of the type
dependency associated with R).
Implementation
Type declarations are parsed by the DeclarationSequence procedure in Figure 5. This
procedure is only responsible for creating the type entity and inserting it into the CEG.
The type dependency is constructed by procedure Type shown in Figure 8. Consider
the type declaration of Y = Xused in Figure 6. Procedure DeclarationSequence will
create a type entity for Y and call Type, passing both the context and newly created
type entity as parameters. Procedure Qualident (called in line 7) is responsible for
locating X and creating a dependency node for X pointing to Y. If X does not exist it
is assumed to be a forward type declaration and handled accordingly (lines 8 through
13). The node returned in line 14 will be inserted into the TypeDependency edge of the
type entity created by DeclarationSequence. Record, array, pointer and procedure
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1. PROCEDURE DeclarationSequence(VAR context: NCEG.CEGNode);
2. VAR
3. export: BOOLEAN;
4. modname, name: ND.Name;
5. typedep, type, var, var2, pc, node: NCEG.CEGNode;
6. BEGIN
7. WHILE (Token.Type = ND.symConst) OR (Token.Type = ND.symType) OR
8. (Token.Type = ND.symVar) OR (Token.Type = ND.symProcedure) DO
9. export := FALSE;
10. IF Token.Type = ND.symConst THEN
11. NS.GetToken(Token);
12. WHILE Token.Type = ND.symldent DO
13. name := Token.Name; node := NCEG.FindLocalCEGNode(context, name);
14. IF node = NIL THEN
NS.GetToken(Token); export := FALSE;
IF Token.Type = ND.symMul THEN export := TRUE; NS.GetToken(Token) END;
IF export & (context.Type # NCEG.cntxModule) THEN Error(NE.errNotLevelO) END;
Expect(ND.symEqual);
15.
16.
17.
18.
19. node := NCEG.CreateConstantEntity(context, name, export, NIL);
20. Expression(node.Expression, context, node, ExprConst, 0);
21. NCEG.InsertCEGNode(context.ConstantEntity, node)
22. ELSE Error(NE.errDupldent) END;
23. Expect(ND.symSemi)
24. END
25. ELSIF Token.Type = ND.symType THEN
26. (* Type declarations *)
27. ELSIF Token.Type = ND.symVar THEN
28. (* Variable declarations *)
29. ELSIF Token.Type = ND.symProcedure THEN
30. (* Procedure declarations *)
31. END
32. END
33. END DeclarationSequence;
Figure 5: Implementation for parsing declarations and constructing the corresponding
nodes within the eEG. Lines 10 through 24 show the implementation for constant dec-
larations. Type, variable and procedure declarations are handled in a similar fashion.
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TYPE
X INTEGER;
Y = X;
Ne
X INTEGER
TypeDependency Designator
entType anonDesignator entType
typUserDefined typSimple
I DependencySet 9Designatorxt
I IDependencyy
TypeDependency
entType anonDesignator
typUserDefined
TypeDeclaration = identdef
identdef = ident ["*"]
type
type = qualident I ArrayType I RecordType I PointerType I ProcedureType
ArrayType = ARRAY length {"," length} OF type
length = ConstExpression
RecordType = RECORD FieldListSequence END
BaseType = qualident
FieldListSequence = FieldList {";" FieldList}
FieldList = [IdentList ":" type]
IdentList = identdef {"," identdef}
PointerType = POINTER TO type
Figure 6: An example of a simple type declaration. Note that the dependency Yexhibits
on X is indicated by the dependency set of X.
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TYPE
R RECORD
X, Y: LONGINT;
A: ARRAY 5 OF CHAR
END;
R
TypeDependency
entType entType
typUserOef ined typRecord
FieldEntity ~
X
Context TypeDependency Designator
entField anonDesignator ,
LONGINT
Next~ entType
typSimpIe
y
+Context TypeDependency DesignatorentField anonDesignator
Next+
A
Context TypeDependency Expression
entField entType 5
typArray
Type Dependency +
CHAR
Designator
anonDesignator entType
typSimpIe
Figure 7: eEG representation for a RECORD. Each field inside the record has a separate
type dependency. The structure for representing an ARRAY is illustrated by the record
field A.
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1. PROCEDURE Type(context, typedep: NCEG.CEGNode; forward: BOOLEAN): NCEG.CEGNode;
2. VAR
3. basetype, type, node: NCEG.CEGNode;
4. name: ND.Name;
5. BEGIN
6. IF Token.Type = ND.symldent THEN
7. name := Token.Name; node := Qualident(context, typedep);
8. IF (node = NIL) & (forward) THEN
9. type := NCEG.CreateTypeEntity(context, name, NIL, NCEG.typForward, FALSE);
10. NCEG.lnsertReferenceDependency(type.DependencySet,
NCEG.CreateReferenceDependency(typedep));
11. NCEG.lnsertCEGNode(context.TypeEntity, type);
12. node := NCEG.CreateDesignator(type, NIL)
13. END;
14. RETURN node
15. ELSIF Token.Type = ND.symArray THEN
16. (* Create ARRAY type *)
17. ELSIF Token.Type = ND.symRecord THEN
18. (* Create RECORD type *)
19. ELSIF Token.Type = ND.symPointer THEN
20. (* Create POINTER type *)
21. ELSIF Token.Type = ND.symProcedure THEN
22. (* Create PROCEDURE type *)
23. END
24. END Type;
Figure 8: Type dependencies are constructed by procedure Type. Both the context and
type entity are passed as parameters to ensure that reference dependencies are updated
correctly.
types are handled in a similar fashion.
3.2.6 Variable Entities
The CEG for a variable declaration is illustrated in Figure 9. The type dependency of a
variable declaration is treated similar to that of a type declaration. The VariableEnti ty
edge of a module or procedure context points to the first variable declaration within
the context.
3.2.7 The Procedure Context
Procedure declarations are treated as contexts because they may contain declarations
and usually have a body consisting of statements. Figure 10 shows the CEG for a func-
tion procedure with two parameters, one of which is a reference parameter (indicated
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VAR
A: RECORD
x: RECORD
i, j: LONGINT
END;
z: CHAR
END;
A-- entVariabIe
~
entType
typRecord
!FieldEntity Context
x -
TypeDependency
entField entType
I typRecord
! Next Context ~FieldEntity
z iContext TypeDependency Designator
entField entField anonDesignator ,
LONGINT
. ~ Type Dependency !NextContext entType
typSirnple
j
Designator +- TypeDependency anonDesignatoranonDesignator entField
~DeSignator
CHAR
entType
typSimple
VariableDeclaration = IdentList ":" type
identdef = ident ["",,,]
IdentList = identdef {"," identdef}
Figure 9: eEG for a variable declaration. The end nodes of the type dependency edges
are treated as anonymous structures.
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PROCEDURE Pi*(VAR x: LONGINT; y: LONGINT): LONGINT;
END Pi;
Cons tan
ResuItType
anonDesignator Designator
t
Context LONGINT
Context
Pl
I
entTypeParameterEntity
typSirnplecntxprocedure
tTRUE ---
DeSignatoJNext ~
x
Type Dependency
anonDesignatortEntity entParameter
TypeEntity TRUE
VariableEntity Context ~Next
ProcedureContext
Body y TypeDependency Designator- entParameter anonDesignator
FALSE
ProcedureDeclaration = ProcedureHeading ";" ProcedureBody ident
ProcedureHeading = PROCEDURE ["*"] identdef [FormalParameters]
ProcedureBody = DeclarationSequence [BEGIN StatementSequence] END
FormalParameters = "(" [FPSection {";" FPSection}] ")"
FPSection = [VAR] ident {"," ident} ":" FormalType
FormalType = {ARRAY OF} qualident I ProcedureType
Figure 10: A simple function procedure. The structure of a procedure context is similar
to that of the module context with regards to how declarations are represented. The
boolean field of each parameter is set to TRUEif it was declared as a reference parameter.
by the VARconstruct preceding its name). The EBNF for a procedure declaration is
presented at the bottom of the figure.
The declarations inside the procedure are treated in a similar fashion to those in-
side a module context. Local definitions are located through the ConstantEntity,
TypeEnti ty, VariableEnti ty and ProcedureContext edges. The Body edge points
to the first statement of the procedure. The parameters are located through the
ParameterEnti ty edge. The result type for a function procedure is located through
the ResultType edge.
3.2.8 Statements
An Oberon statement can either be classified as an entity or as a context. Statement
entities include those statements that neither contain statement sequences (such as a
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X := x+5;
VAR
x: LONGINT;
Next
statement [assignment I ProcedureCall I IfStatement I CaseStatement
WhileStatement I RepeatStatement I LoopStatement I
EXIT I RETURN [expression] ]
assignment = designator ":=" expression
WhileStatement = WHILE expression DO StatementSequence END
Figure 11: Assignments are classified as a statement entities because they can not
contain other statements and represent a single execution path.
LOOP or WHILE) nor multiple control paths (such as a CASE or an IF). Given this defi-
nition, valid statement entities include assignments, procedure calls, EXIT and RETURN
statements.
Unlike declared entities and contexts, statements do not have names. However, NORT
will assign a name to every statement to assist the maintainer in identifying specific
statements. The name of a statement is composed of a $, followed by the type of the
statement and a numerical designation. The $ ensures that the statement name is
illegal and therefore can not be confused with declared entities within a program. For
example, the first assignment will be named $ASSIGN-O, the second $ASSIGN-l and so
forth. An example of an assignment statement is illustrated in Figure 11.
Compound and selection statements are viewed as statement contexts rather than
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<Statement-D>
WHILE <expression> DO
<Statement-i>
<Statement-2>
END;
<Statement-3>
Context tContext Context
I Statement-O I
~Next
$WHILE-O
Expression
stmtWhile
~Next
I Statement-l Context
~Next
Context
I Statement-2
Next
y Statement-3 I
Statement-3
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Figure 12: The CEG for a WHILE statement is illustrated on the left side of the figure.
The right side shows a typical control flow graph and assumes that Statement-l and
Statement-2 share the same block. Notice the similarities in structure between the
CEG and CFG.
statement entities and introduce a secondary function of contexts: The identification
of basic blocks. A basic block is defined as a sequence of consecutive statements in which
control enters at the beginning and leaves at the end without the possibility of halting or
branching except at the end [1]. Figure 12 illustrates the CEG for a WHILE statement
accompanied by its control flow graph (CFG). Notice the resemblances between the
context edges of the CEG (left) and the control edges of the CFG (right).
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1. PROCEDURE StatementSequence(context: NCEG.CEGNode; VAR body: NCEG.CEGNode);
2. BEGIN
3. NCEG.InsertCEGNode(body, Statement(context));
4. WHILE Token.Type = ND.symSemi DO
5. NS.GetToken(Token);
6. NCEG.lnsertCEGNode(body, Statement(context))
7. END
8. END StatementSequence;
Figure 13: Statements within a statement sequence are parsed, nodes are created by
the Statement function procedure and then inserted into the Body edge.
Implementation
Statements are processed by two procedures. Procedure StatementSequence, shown
in Figure 13, is responsible for parsing statements one at a time (lines 3 and 6) and
inserting them into the Body edge of the current context. The context parameter
ensures that statements are created within the correct context.
The different statement types are parsed, and their CEG nodes constructed by proce-
dure Statement in Figure 14. The excerpt shows the processing of a WHILEstatement.
The statement is created in a temporary node (stmt) in line 13 and its expression
inserted in line 14. The statement is passed as a parameter to procedure Expression,
ensuring that every identifier in the expression will receive a dependency node pointing
to the statement. Procedure StatementSequence is called in line 16, passing the newly
created stmt as parameter. This method ensures that the defining context for state-
ments inside a compound statement points to the compound statement. The stmt node
is returned and inserted into the context specified by procedure StatementSequence
(Figure 13, lines 3 and 6). Other statement types are handled in a similar fashion by
procedure Statement.
3.2.9 The Predefined Context
Oberon, like many other languages, contains a number of predefined constructs includ-
ing built-in procedures, functions, types and constants. These predefined constructs
are located within the predefined context. Unlike other entities, the predefined context
does not have a defining context. This context is usually searched when an entity could
not be located within the CEG. Table 1 lists the entities defined in this context.
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1. PROCEDURE StatementCcontext: NCEG.CEGNode): NCEG.CEGNode;
2. VAR
3. designator, elsif, else, stmt: NCEG.CEGNode;
4. BEGIN
5. IF Token.Type = ND.symldent THEN
6. C* Assignment or procedure call *)
7. ELSIF Token.Type = ND.symCase THEN
8. C* CASE statement *)
9. ELSIF Token.Type = ND.symlf THEN
10. C* IF statement *)
11. ELSIF Token.Type = ND.symWhile THEN
12. NS.GetTokenCToken);
13. stmt := NCEG.CreateStatement2Ccontext,NCEG.stmtWhile);
14. ExpressionCstmt.Expression, context, stmt, ExprOther, 0);
15. ExpectCND.symDo);
16. StatementSequenceCstmt, stmt.Body);
17. ExpectCND.symEnd)
18. ELSIF Token.Type = ND.symRepeat THEN
19. C* REPEAT statement *)
20. ELSIF Token.Type = ND.symLoop THEN
21. C* LOOP statement *)
22. ELSIF Token.Type = ND.symExit THEN
23. C* EXIT statement *)
24. ELSIF Token.Type = ND.symReturn THEN
25. C* RETURN statement *)
26. ELSIF Token.Type = ND.symFor THEN
27. C* FOR statement *)
28. END;
29. RETURN stmt
30. END Statement;
30
Figure 14: Procedure Statement is responsible for parsing individual statements and
constructing the necessary nodes to represent each statement within the eEG.
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Identifier Type Identifier Type
CHAR Type Entity ABS Procedure Context
BOOLEAN Type Entity ODD Procedure Context
SHoRTlNT Type Entity CAP Procedure Context
INTEGER Type Entity ASH Procedure Context
LONGINT Type Entity LEN Procedure Context
REAL Type Entity MAX Procedure Context
LONGREAL Type Entity MIN Procedure Context
SET Type Entity SIZE Procedure Context
TRUE Constant Entity oRD Procedure Context
FALSE Constant Entity CHR Procedure Context
SHORT Procedure Context ENTlER Procedure Context
LONG Procedure Context INC Procedure Context
HALT Procedure Context DEC Procedure Context
COPY Procedure Context NEW Procedure Context
Table 1: Various types, constants and procedures are located within the predefined
context.
3.3 Summary
The context entity graph (CEG) was introduced in this chapter. The structure is based
on the AST and used in the application of transformations and generation of new source
programs. The EBNF definition of Oberon, accompanied by short excerpts of Oberon
code, was used to explain the structure and function of various nodes within the CEG.
Specific issues regarding the implementation and construction of the CEG were also
discussed. The application of transformations, based on the manipulation of the CEG,
is examined in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 4
Transformations on the eEG
A variety of transformations are implemented in NORT. A notation to define, abstract
and describe the transformations is introduced in Section 4.1. The function of the
notation is twofold: First, it facilitates the discussion of the implementation without
delving into the details of the Oberon source code. Second, it supports the arguments
regarding the correctness of the various transformations.
Transformation classes are defined in Section 4.2, followed by a detailed discussion of
each transformation, along with informal arguments regarding its correctness. Excerpts
from the Oberon implementation will sometimes accompany the discussion to clarify
issues or illustrate specific concepts.
Examples illustrating the application of transformations are presented in Section 4.3
and a brief discussion of transformation dependencies is presented in Section 4.4. A
discussion on how the CEG is updated to reflect the result of a transformation is
presented in Section 4.5, followed by a brief summary in Section 4.6.
4.1 Preliminary Definitions
The CEG of a module is a labelled, directed graph G = (V, E) containing a set V
of vertices (nodes) and a set E of labelled edges. Vertices represent data structures
that contain many internal fields. The specific fields of a vertex are denoted by placing
them between parentheses. For example, v ( type) refers to the type field of v.
Every vertex v E V belongs to a certain class, v (class) E C, where C is a set denoting
32
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node classes. Four major node classes are identified:
• CEG nodes are used to represent entities such as variables declarations and state-
ments.
• Expression nodes are used to construct the expression trees that sometimes ac-
company a GEG node. For example, the expression of a WHILE statement.
• Expression List nodes are used to represent sequences of expression trees. For ex-
ample, the actual parameters of a procedure call are represented by expression list
nodes.
• Dependency nodes are used to represent the dependency relationships that exist
between nodes.
Every vertex v E V has an associated type, v(type) ET, to distinguish different nodes
belonging to the same class. For example, the type for a GEG node representing a
variable declaration is ent Variable, whereas the type for a node representing an IF
statement is stmil] . Similarly, the type associated with expression nodes can be used
to distinguish between various operators, values and so forth.
Enumerated types are used to denote node types and are prefixed with cntx, ent or
stmt. Let SeT denote those node types that represent statements and Sc eSthose
statements that are also contexts. Consider a restricted language definition that only
allows assignments and WHILE statements. Then S = {stmtAssign, simi While} and
Sc = {stmt While}.
A selection of algorithms not discussed in this chapter is presented in Appendix B.
These algorithms are used by the transformation functions to evaluate specific condi-
tions.
4.1.1 The Context Path
The defining or parent context for a vertex v is given by v(context). In Figure 15,
x(context) = Pand P(context) = M. Certain transformations require that the encapsu-
lating contexts of nodes are examined. A procedure called GontextPath provides the
necessary information. It takes a node vand returns a sequence of vertices that rep-
resents a path from v to the module context. The path stops at the module context
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i. MODULE M;
2.
3. TYPE
4. T LONGINT;
5.
6. VAR
7. u,
8. w: T;
9.
10. PROCEDURE P;
1l. VAR
12. x: LONGINT;
13. END P;
14.
15. END M.
1M I
Context I+-cntxModule
I I
ProcedureContex TypeEntity Context
~P I IT ITypeDependency I IDesigna tor I LONGINT I--i cntxProcedure I- ---i entType IanonDesignator entType
I J I typUserDefined J I I I typSimpie I
Context ~VariableEntity l=; DesignatorIx I t~ entVariabie I ependency
I I
Context + Dependency Designator I
Var iableEnti ty
~u I 'I'ypeDependency I I
entVariabie anonDesignator I
I I I I
TypeDependency Next
+
I I lw ITypeDependency I ~ DesignatorI anonDesigna tor I Context entVariabie anonDesignator
I I I I I I
I
Figure 15: Example of a complete Oberon module and its eEG.
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proe ContextPath(v,path) ==
if v(type) = cntxModule then InsertLast(path,v)
else I nsertLast(path, v);
ContextPath (v (context), path)
Figure 16: Algorithm used to construct the context path of a node
because the Context edge of a module is always a self-loop (See Section 3.2.2). The se-
quence of vertices returned in path is called the context path of v. Given the module in
Figure 15, ContextPath(x) = {p, M}. The algorithm used to construct the context path
is presented in Figure 16.
4.1.2 Dependencies
The dependency set of a vertex v is denoted by v (dependencyset), its elements denot-
ing vertices in the CEG that reference v. Given the type declaration of T in line 4 of
Figure 15 together with the variable declarations of u and w (lines 6 and 7), both of
type T, then T(dependencyset) = [u,v]. In some cases it is necessary to determine the
vertices referenced by a vertex v (the opposite of the dependency set). This informa-
tion is provided by the ReferenceDependency (v) function. This function returns a set
containing all the vertices referenced by v. Continuing with the example in Figure 15,
ReferenceDependency(u) = {T} and ReferenceDependency(w) = {T}.
4.1.3 Searching
Conducting efficient search operations within the CEG is important. Transformation
functions must be able to quickly locate the necessary information to determine the
validity of an operation. Two functions called LocalNode and GlobalNode are provided
to facilitate local and global search operations within the CEG. The algorithms for
these functions are presented in Figure 18 and Figure 19. The efficiency of a search
operation is increased by providing hints using the search field of the current context.
Each vertex v E V denoting a context specifies a set v (search), describing the edges of
v that may be traversed when a search operation is performed. For example, a node
representing a procedure will indicate that its ParameterEnti ty edge may be searched
in addition to any other edges it specifies. Likewise, the search field of a record will
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proe Node(first, id) ==
while (first of- NIL) ti (first(name) of- id) do
first f- first (next)
od;
return first
end
Figure 17: Function Node searches through a linked list of nodes for a node called id.
If the node cannot be found it returns NIL.
proe LocalN ode (root, id) ==
v f- NIL;
if srcConstant E root(search) then v f- Node(root(constantentity), id) ft
if (srcType E root(search)) ti (v = NIL) then v f- Node (root (typeentity) , id) ft
if (src Variable E root (search )) ti (v = NIL) then v f- Node( root( variableentity), id) ft
if (srcParameter E root( search)) ti (v = NIL) then v f- Node( root (parameterentity ), id) ft
if (srcField E root(search)) A (v = NIL) then v f- Node(root(fieldentity),id) ft
if (srcProcedure E root(search)) ti (v = NIL) then v f- Node(root(procedurecontext),id) ft
if (srcImport E root (search)) ti (v = NIL) then v f- Node (root (importcontext), id) ft
return v
end
Figure 18: Function LocalNode performs a local search for a node called id in the
context specified in root.
indicate that its FieldEnti ty edge may be searched.
The LocalNode(root, id) function searches for a node v called id. The search starts
at root (which always represents a context) and traverses all the edges specified in
root (search). Search operations are localised within the context denoted by root. The
named node is deemed non-existent if LocalNode returns NIL.
The GlobalNode(root, id) function extends the search from root to its encapsulating
contexts by traversing the nodes in ContextPath(root). A local search is performed in
each context. GlobalNode continues until it reaches the module context. The search
will continue into the predefined context if the named node could not be located inside
the module context. The named node is deemed non-existent if GlobalNode returns
NIL.
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proe GlobalNode (root, identid) ==
v f- NIL;
while (root =P NIL) 1\ (v = NIL) do
if (srcConstant E root(search)) 1\ (v = NIL) then v f- Node(root(constantentity),id) ft
if (srcType E root(search)) 1\ (v = NIL) then v f- Node(root(typeentity),id) ft
if (srcVariable E root(search)) 1\ (v = NIL) then v f- Node(root(variableentity),id) ft
if (srcParameter E root (search )) 1\ (v = NIL) then v f- Node( root (parameterentity ), id) ft
if (srcProcedure E root(search)) 1\ (v = NIL) then v f- Node( root (procedurecontext ), id) ft
if (srcImport E root(search)) 1\ (v = NIL) then v f- Node(root(importcontext), id) ft
if (srcPredefined E root (search)) 1\ (v = NIL) then v f- Node (root (typeentity ), id)
else root f- root (context)
ft
Figure 19: Function GlobalNode performs a local search for a node called id in the
context specified in root. If the node can not be located, the search is extended to
include the parent context of root.
4.2 Transformation Definitions
Transformation functions are denoted by the 8 symbol, for example 8rename. A short
description accompanies each transformation along with an explanation of any required
parameters. Each transformation specifies a number of conditions that must be met
before it may be applied. These conditions ensure that the transformation preserves the
meaning of the program being restructured. The transformations implemented in NaRT
are classified according to the four categories (classes) in Bowdidge's classification [6].
These categories are:
• Scoping transformations. This class of transformations alters the location where
an entity is declared within the program and is usually achieved through a move
operation. An example would be moving a constant out of a procedure to make
it a global declaration within the module.
• Syntactic transformations. This class of transformations alter specific character-
istics of entities within a program. An example of a syntactic transformation
would be renaming a variable or converting a CASE statement into an equivalent
IF statement.
• Control flow transformations. Control flow transformations allow one to alter the
program order of statements. It is usually achieved through a process of exchange
or move operations.
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l. MODULE M; l. MODULE M;
2. 2.
3. CaNST 3. CaNST
4. A = l' 4. A = l', ,
6. 6.
7. PROCEDURE P1; 7. PROCEDURE Pl;
8. CaNST 8. CaNST
9. B = 2; 9. A = 2;
10. C = A; 10. C = A;
ll. END Pl; ll. END Pl;
12. 12.
13. END M. 13. END M.
20.1 20.2
Figure 20: Renaming a constant declaration may alter the functionality of a module
by changing existing dependencies .
• Abstraction transformations. These transformations apply to both code and data.
Code abstraction allows one to replace a statement sequence by a procedure call.
Data abstraction is often used when complex object-oriented hierarchies require
restructuring, but may also be used on simple abstract data types.
4.2.1 The Rename Transformation
The 8rename (v, newname ) transformation is a syntactic transformation and may be used
to change the name of a declared entity such as a variable or procedure declaration.
Figure 20 illustrates the effect of this transformation when the constant declaration B
(line 9 in Figure 20.1) is renamed to A (line 9 in Figure 20.1). It is clear from this
example that the transformation is illegal because it would not preserve the meaning of
the program (the value of C in line 10 has changed from 1 to 2). Various conditions are
tested by the 8rename transformation to ensure that the new program is functionally
equivalent to its predecessor.
The transformation attempts to assign newname to v (name). The algorithm for the
transformation is illustrated in Figure 21. The implementation of 8rename is remarkably
simple and is illustrated in Figure 22. The implementation contains an additional
parameter, Result, which is used for error reporting and may be ignored during the
discussion of the transformation. Execution of the transformation depends on satisfying
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the following conditions:
1. Only entities associated with a declaration, such as a variable or procedure, may
be renamed (line 2 in Figure 21, line 8 in Figure 22). Statements may not be
renamed, even though names are assigned internally by NORT. This process was
described in Section 3.2.8.
2. Although renaming an entity or context to itself will have no effect on the eEG, it
is deemed an invalid operation (line 3 in Figure 21, line 9 in Figure 22). Transfor-
mations are always aborted at the earliest possible point to eliminate unnecessary
tests and increase efficiency.
3. The new name must be valid according to the EBNF definition of an identifier
to ensure that the compiler will accept the new source code (line 4 in Figure 21,
line 10 in Figure 22).
4. The semantic rules of Oberon state that two identifiers sharing the same name
may not be declared within the same scope [25, 35]. The current scope must
be examined to determine whether an entity called newname has already been
declared. If such an entity exists then the transformation is illegal because it
would create a duplicate identifier (line 5 in Figure 21, lines 11 through 14 in
Figure 22).
5. Renaming declared entities may introduce false dependencies. A false dependency
is created if a node w depends on a node u and a transformation alters this so
that w now depends on z instead. Figure 20 illustrated how a rename operation
may introduce false dependencies. Renaming B to A alters the dependency that C
exhibited on the global declaration of A (line 4 in Figure 20.1). It now depends on
the local declaration of A (line 9 in Figure 20.1), changing the value of C from 1
to 2. To prevent situations like this, the last condition of 8rename must determine
whether renaming v would introduce a false dependency.
This condition is examined last because of its complexity. A global search is
performed to determine if a node called newname exists. If so, a context path
is constructed for every dependency in the dependency set of the node. If the
context of v lies within this path the transformation will introduce a false depen-
dency. This condition is tested in lines 6 through 13 by the algorithm in Figure 21
and the implementation is illustrated in lines 15 through 26 in Figure 22.
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1 proe Rename(v, newname) ==
2 if v(type) ES then ERROR ft;
3 if v(name) = newname then ERROR ft;
4 if..., ValidName(newname) then ERROR ft;
5 if LocaINode(v(context), newname) i=- NIL then ERROR ft;
6 u+- GlobaINode(v(context), newname);
7 if u i=- NIL then
8 dep +- u( dependencyset);
9 while dep i=- NIL do
10 if v(context) E ContextPath(dep) then ERROR ft
11 dep +- dep(next)
12 od
13 ft;
14 v(name) +- newname
15 end
Figure 21: Algorithm for the 8rename transformation.
If these conditions are met, then newname may be assigned to v(name) (line 14 in
Figure 21, line 27 in Figure 22).
4.2.2 The Remove Transformation
The 8remove (v) transformation is used to delete declared entities such as procedures and
variables. The transformation will remove v from the CEG and is classified as a syn-
tactic transformation. The algorithm for the transformation is illustrated in Figure 23.
The following conditions must be satisfied to execute the transformation:
1. Entities that are exported may not be deleted (line 2 in Figure 23). It is impossible
to determine if an exported declaration is referenced by another module without
examining all other modules in the system. A conservative approach is taken
whereby it is assumed that exported declarations were created with the intent to
be used by other modules.
2. If the entity being removed is referenced by other entities, the transformation will
be invalid since its removal will break the dependencies exhibited by these entities
(line 3 in Figure 23). Nodes within the CEG automatically track references
made by other nodes to themselves through their dependency set. An empty
dependency set implies that the node is not referenced and may be removed.
3. The 8remove transformation is currently limited to constant, type, variable and
procedure declarations (line 4 in Figure 23).
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1. PROCEDURE Rename*(VAR this: NCEG.CEGNode; name: ND.Name;
2. VAR Result: LONGINT);
3. VAR
4. node: NCEG.CEGNode;
5. ds: NCEG.ReferenceDependency;
6. CP: NCEG.ContextPath;
7. BEGIN
8. IF NCEG.lsStatement(this) THEN Result := NE.errRenameStmt; RETURN END;
9. IF this.Name = name THEN Result := NE.errRenameSelf; RETURN END;
10. IF -ValidName(name) THEN Result := NE.errRenamelnvalidName; RETURN END;
11. IF NCEG.FindLocaICEGNode(this.Context,name) # NIL THEN
12. Result .= NE.errRenameDupName;
13. RETURN
14. END;
15. node:= NCEG.FindCEGNode(this.Context,name);
16. IF node # NIL THEN
17. ds := node.DependencySet;
18. WHILE ds # NIL DO
19. NCEG.BuildContextPath(ds.Dependency,CP);
20. IF NCEG.ContextlnPath(this.Context,CP) THEN
21.
22.
Result := NE.errRenamelnvalidDep;
RETURN
23. END;
24. ds .= dS.Next
25. END
26. END;
27. this.Name·= name
28. END Rename;
41
Figure 22: Oberon implementation for the 6rename transformation. Efficiency is im-
proved by arranging the conditions according to their complexity and exiting the trans-
formation on the first condition that fails.
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1 proe Remove (v) ==
2 if v(export) = TRUEthen ERROR ft;
3 if v(dependencyset) =1= 0 then ERROR ft;
4 if v( type) ¢. {entConstant , entType, ent Variable, cntxProcedure} then ERROR ft;
5 if v( type) = entConstant then RemoveNode( v, v( context)( constantentity»
6 elsif v( type) = entType then RemoveNode( v, v( context)( typeentity»
7 elsif v( type) = ent Variable then RemoveNode( v, v( context)( variableentity»
8 elsif v(type) = cntxProcedure then RemoveNode(v,v(context)(procedurecontext» ft
9 end
Figure 23: Algorithm for the 6remove transformation.
If these conditions are met then v may be deleted from the eEG (lines 5 through 8 in
Figure 23).
4.2.3 The Move Transformation
The 6move(v, newcontext) transformation is a seoping transformation that moves a
declaration from one scope to another. The transformation removes v from its current
context and places it inside context newcontext. The algorithm for this transformation
is illustrated in Figure 25.
The following conditions must hold before the transformation may be applied:
1. The destination context must either be a procedure or module context because
only declarations may be moved (line 2 in Figure 25). This is a limitation of the
current implementation and may be extended in future versions to facilitate data
abstraction operations.
2. The node being moved must represent a constant, type, variable or procedure
declaration (line 3 in Figure 25).
3. An entity may not be moved if its current context and destination context are the
same. Allowing the transformation to proceed will have no effect on the program
structure, but will introduce unnecessary work and decrease efficiency (line 4 in
Figure 25).
4. Moving an entity may not introduce a duplicate identifier within the destination
context because it will violate the semantic rules of Oberon and the new source
code will be rejected by the Oberon compiler. For example, moving C (line 20 in
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l. MODULE M; l. MODULE M;
2. CaNST 2. CaNST
3. A = 1; 3. A = 1;
4. B = 2; 4. B = 2;
5. C = A+B; 5. C = A+B;
6. 6.
7. PROCEDURE Pl; 7. PROCEDURE Pl;
8. CaNST 8. CaNST
9. D = 10; 9. D = 10;
10. 10. C = 10;
11. PROCEDURE P2; 1l.
12. CaNST 12. PROCEDURE P2;
13. D = 20; 13. CaNST
14. E = D+5; 14. D = 20;
15. END P2; 15. E = D+5;
16. END Pl; 16. END P2;
17. 17. END Pl;
18. PROCEDURE P2; 18.
19. CaNST 19. PROCEDURE P2;
20. C = 10; 20. CaNST
2l. D = 5; 2l. D = 5;
22. END P2; 22. END P2;
23. 23.
24. END M. 24. END M.
24.1 24.2
Figure 24: The scope of a declaration may be changed by moving the declaration out of
its current context and into a new context. The constant declaration of C in procedure
P2 (left figure) has been moved to procedure Pi (right figure).
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Figure 24.1) from P2 to M is illegal because M already contains a declaration called
C (line 5 in Figure 24.1). This condition is evaluated in line 5 in Figure 25.
5. Any dependencies v exhibits on other entities must still be satisfied from the
destination context. If not, the transformation is aborted (line 7 in Figure 25).
6. The transformation must ensure that dependencies exhibited by other entities on
vare still satisfied after v has been moved. This implies that newcontext must
be in the context path of every entity that depends on v. For example, moving
A (line 3 in Figure 24.1) to Pi is not legal. The constant declaration of C (line
5 in Figure 24.1) depends on A, but after the move operation, A will be declared
within a deeper scope and the dependency of C can no longer be satisfied. This
condition is evaluated in line 8 in Figure 25.
7. Moving v to newcontext may introduce false dependencies and is considered last
because of the number of computations it requires. Unlike the 8rename transforma-
tion, 8move also examines false dependencies from a global perspective. A global
perspective is required because an entity changing contexts can potentially affect
all program scopes. The first part of this condition tests whether global false de-
pendencies are introduced. The second part of this condition examines whether
the local dependencies exhibited by v will be falsely satisfied in newcontext. Con-
sider moving the constant declaration of E (line 15 in Figure 24.1) from its current
context, P2, to procedure Pi. The value of E will change from 25 to 15 because
the local dependency of Eon Dcan be satisfied in Pi, except that it is a different
constant also called D. This condition is evaluated by procedure Check Current in
line 9 in Figure 25.
Moving a procedure declaration complicates the last three conditions. In this case,
every constant, variable, type and procedure declaration, as well as every parameter,
the result type (in case v is a function procedure) and every statement within v must be
examined to determine whether any dependencies will become invalid. The overhead for
such a transformation is substantial, but offers the user an efficient way to either localise
or globalise procedures and functions using a single operation. This transformation is
supported by NORT (line 11 in Figure 25). If all the conditions are satisfied, then v may
be moved to newcontext (lines 13 through 29 in Figure 25). Appendix B describes the
various sub-algorithms used by 8move in Figure 25.
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1 proe Move(v, newcontext) ==
2 if newcontext(type) ¢ {cntxModule, cntxProcedure} then ERROR ft;
3 if v( type) E {entConstant , entType, ent Variable, cntxProcedure} then ERROR ft;
4 if v(context) = newcontext then ERROR ft;
5 if LocaINode(newcontext, v(name)) -# NIL then ERROR ft;
6 if v (type) -# cntxProcedure then
7 CheckLocal (v, newcontext );
8 CheckGlobal (v, newcontext );
9 CheckCurrent(v, newcontext);
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29 ft;
30 end
CheckAll(v, newcontext);
fl·-,
if v( type) = entConstant then
RemoveN ode (v, v( context) (constantentity));
v(next) f- NIL;
InseriN ode (new context (constantentity), v);
elsif v (type) = entType then
RemoveNode( v, v( context)( typeentity ));
v(next) f- NIL;
InsertN ode (newcontext (typeentity ), v);
elsif v( type) = ent Variable then
RemoveNode( v, v( context)( variableentity));
v(next) f- NIL;
InsertN ode (newcontext (variableentity), v);
elsif v (type) = cntxProcedure then
RemoveN ode (v, v (context) (procedurecontext ));
v(next) f- NIL;
InsertN ode (newcontext (procedurecontext ), v);
Figure 25: Algorithm for the Smoue transformation.
45
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4.2.4 The CASE-IF Transformation
The bcaseif (s) transformation is a syntactic transformation that transforms a CASE
statement into an IF statement. The only condition that must be satisfied is s(type) =
stmtCase. Usually IF statements are converted into CASE statements. However, it
is sometimes desirable to convert CASE statements to IF statements. For instance, a
CASE statement that only contains a few cases will probably result in better executable
code if it is re-written as an IF statement. Although most compilers should be able to
recognise this, making changes to the structure can perhaps present a more pleasing
look.
The transformation process is based on rewriting the case labels into expressions and
combining them with the CASE expression to form the expressions for the IF and ELSIF
clauses. The expression generated from the first case becomes the expression of the
IF clause. The expressions generated from the remaining case labels are assigned to
ELSIF clauses. The ELSE clause of the CASEstatement becomes the ELSE clause of the IF
statement. The structure of the case labels determines the structure of the expressions
in the IF statement. A case label may assume one of three distinct structures in Oberon:
1. Single case labels. Given a case expression x and a single labell, the expression
for an IF or ELSIF clause becomes x = l.
2. Comma separated labels. Given a case expression x and a sequence consisting
of n comma separated labels h, l2, ... , In, the transformed expression becomes
(x = h) OR (x = l2) OR ... OR (x = In)·
3. Ranges. Given a case expression x and a range bounded by two labels h ..lz, the
new expression will become (x 2: h) & (x ~ l2).
Figure 26 contains a CASE statement and an equivalent IF statement. The CASE state-
ment contains an example of each label structure to illustrate the process of expression
transformation.
4.2.5 The IF-CASE Transformation
The bifcase (s) transformation is a syntactic transformation that transforms an IF state-
ment into a CASE statement. This operation is more complex than the CASE-to- IF
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1. CASE i*2 OF
2. 0: ProcedureA
3. 1, 3, 4: ProcedureB
4. 5..8, 10: ProcedureC
5. ELSE ProcedureD END
6.
7. IF (i*2 = 0) THEN ProcedureA
8. ELSIF (i*2 = 1) OR (i*2 = 3) OR (i*2 = 4) THEN ProcedureB
9. ELSIF «i*2 >= 5) & (i*2 <= 8)) OR (i*2 = 10) THEN ProcedureC
10. ELSE ProcedureD END
Figure 26: Example of an Oberon CASE statement. The IF statement is equivalent to
the CASE and is the result of applying the 8caseif transformation to the CASE statement.
transformation. Any CASE statement may be re-written as an IF statement. However,
not every IF statement can be re-written as a CASE statement.
The complex nature of the transformation warrants a more detailed discussion to convey
the general ideas behind the operation before presenting the conditions that must be
satisfied. Successfully converting an IF into a CASE requires that one of the following
three expression structures be identified within every expression in both the IF and
ELSIF clauses:
• Single equality test, for example x = l.
• Multiple equality tests separated by OR operators, for example (x = h) OR (x =
l2) OR ... OR (x = In)·
• Expressions bounded by ~ and ::;, separated by &, for example (x ~ h)&(x ::; l2).
Any expression that fails to meet these requirements will result in the termination of
the transformation. Once validated, the expressions of the IF and ELSIF clauses are
broken into sub-expressions. These sub-expressions are used to identify a common sub-
expression that will become the case expression. The remaining sub-expressions are
used to form the labels of the CASE statement. The structure of the case labels is based
on the operators associated with the root of each sub-expression.
The following conditions must hold for the transformation to be valid:
1. The statement selected for conversion must be an IF statement. Therefore,
s (type) = stmilj .
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1. PROCEDURE ExpressionStructureValid(expression: NCEG.ExpressionNode): BOOLEAN;
2. BEGIN
3. IF expression # NIL THEN
4. IF expression.Type = NCEG.exprEqual THEN RETURN TRUE
5. ELSIF expression.Type = NCEG.exprOr THEN
6. RETURN ExpressionStructureValid(expression.Left)&
7. ExpressionStructureValid(expression.Right)
8. ELSIF expression.Type = NCEG.exprAnd THEN
9. IF (expression.Left # NIL) & (expression.Right # NIL) THEN
10. RETURN (expression.Left.Type = NCEG.exprGreaterEqual) &
11. (expression.Right.Type = NCEG.exprLessEqual)
12. ELSE RETURN FALSE END
13. ELSE RETURN FALSE END
14. ELSE RETURN FALSE END
15. END ExpressionStructureValid;
Figure 27: Oberon implementation responsible to determine if the structure of an
expression meets the criteria when transforming an IF statement into a CASE statement.
2. The expression structure of the IF clause is examined to determine if it conforms
to one of the three structures previously mentioned.
3. The expression of every ELSIF clause must also be examined. Again, the trans-
formation will terminate on the first expression that fails to meet the structural
criteria.
The ExpressionStructure Valid function is used to evaluate the structure of every ex-
pression in the IF and ELSIF clauses. This evaluation is based on the structural forms
identified in Section 4.2.4. The Oberon code used to evaluate the structure of an ex-
pression is illustrated in Figure 27.
The function in Figure 27 takes the root of an expression tree and returns TRUE if the
structure is valid, and returns FALSE otherwise. The expression is deemed valid if the
node type of the root denotes the = operator (line 4). If the root of the expression
contains the ORoperator (line 5) then the expression is valid only if both the left and
right sub-expressions are valid (line 6 and 7). If the root contains the & (AND) operator
(line 8), then the expression is valid only if there exists a left and right child (line 9)
and the root of the left sub-expression contains the >= operator and the root of the
right sub-expression contains the <= operator (lines 10 and 11).
If the structural test is passed, the expressions contained in the IF statement are broken
down into sub-expressions by the procedure in Figure 28 and placed in decomposition
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1. PROCEDURE BreakExpression(expression:NCEG.ExpressionNode;
2. VAR exprlist: NCEG.ExpressionList);
3. BEGIN
4. IF expression # NIL THEN
5. IF (expression.Type = NCEG.exprEqual) OR
6. (expression.Type = NCEG.exprLessEqual) OR
7. (expression.Type = NCEG.exprGreaterEqual)THEN
8. NCEG.lnsertExpressionList(exprlist,NCEG.CreateExpressionList(expression»
9. ELSIF (expression.Type = NCEG.exprOr) OR (expression.Type = NCEG.exprAnd) THEN
10. BreakExpression(expression.Left,exprList);
11. BreakExpression(expression.Right,exprList)
12. END
13. END
14. END BreakExpression;
Figure 28: Oberon implementation for the BreakExpression procedure that is respon-
sible for breaking an expression into a linked list of sub-expressions.
1. BreakExpression(this.Expression, IFexprlist);
2. InsertDecomposition(decomp, CreateDecomposition(IFexprlist,this.Body»;
3. node := this.Elsif;
4. WHILE (node # NIL) DO
5. ELSIFexprlist:= NIL;
6. BreakExpression(node.Expression,ELSIFexprlist);
7. InsertDecomposition(decomp,CreateDecomposition(ELSIFexprlist,node.Body»;
8. node:= node.Elsif
9. END;
Figure 29: The expressions contained in the IF statement are broken down into sub-
expressions. These expressions are combined with the statement sequence associated
with each clause to form decomposition nodes.
nodes along with the original statement sequence associated with the corresponding
clause in the IF statement. The decomposition nodes are then used to construct the
labels of the CASEstatement.
The transformation process will be described with references to its implementation in
Oberon. Figure 29 shows how the expressions are broken down and the decomposition
nodes created. The IF clause is broken down (line 1) after which the decomposition
node is created (line 2). Next, every ELSIF clause is examined, breaking its expression
into a number of sub-expressions and creating a decomposition node for the clause
(lines 3 through 9).
The transformation then proceeds to construct the case statement as illustrated in
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1. CaseExpression := decomp.ExprList.Expression.Left;
2. decomplist:= decomp;
3. WHILE decomplist # NIL DO
4. exprlist:= decomplist.ExprList;
5. WHILE exprlist # NIL DO
6. IF -NCEG.ExpressionEqual(CaseExpression,exprlist.Expression.Left)THEN
7. Result := NE.errlfCaseCommonExpr;
8. RETURN
9. END;
10. exprlist:= exprlist.Next
11. END;
12. decomplist·= decomplist.Next
13. END;
Figure 30: The decomposition nodes are examined to determine if a common sub-
expression exists. If so, it will become the case expression.
Figure 30. The left sub-expression of the first decomposition node becomes the case
expression (line 1). This expression is compared with the left sub-expression of every
decomposition node to determine if it is a common sub-expression (lines 2 through
13). The transformation exits if the test for equality fails (lines 6 through 9). The
ExpressionEqual function is very conservative and will not attempt to transform an
expression to determine if it is equivalent to another. For example, the expression
a+l = b is equivalent to b-l = a, but ExpressionEqual is not capable of recognizing
this.
A possible future extension to the ExpressionEqual function may include the conver-
sion of expressions into tripples to allow sub-expression elimination and simple algebraic
transformations to test for equivalence and regroup non-constant entities to form the
case expression.
The final step in the transformation involves the construction of the CASE statement
node and its labels. The labels, as stated earlier, are created from the decomposition
nodes. The structure of the CASE labels are based on the operators denoted by the root
of every sub-expression in each of the decomposition nodes. Finally, the IF statement
is removed and the CASE statement inserted into the eEG.
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4.2.6 The Exchange Statement Transformation
The Oexchange(Sl, S2) function is a control flow transformation and will attempt to ex-
change statement Si with S2. This transformation is based on the move_statement oper-
ation found in CStructure [29]. However, there are two important differences between
these two transformations. First, Oexchange does not perform any alias analysis, so trans-
formations involving pointers are not considered. Second, whereas move.stat emerrt
altered the position of a single statement, Oexchange exchanges two statements and
therefore constitutes two move operations. The transformation provides a more effi-
cient way in which to reorganise code, but incurs a penalty in terms of overhead due
to the additional data analysis required.
Control flow transformations can have far reaching effects on a program. Control
and data flow analysis is used to determine if it will affect the program's behaviour.
The transformation makes use of flow-insensitive data analysis using definition and
use sets. This results in a more conservative transformation than would otherwise be
possible when performing flow sensitive data analysis. A number of concepts used
during analysis is defined before examining the conditions imposed by the Oexchange
transformation.
• A definition of a variable x is a statement that assigns (or may assign) a value to
x [1]. Definitions may also be the result of ambiguous statements where a variable
is defined due to a pointer reference or through a call-by-reference parameter. For
example, the statement x := y+z is said to define x and use y and z.
• A program component is any node in the CEG, and refers to its entire sub-tree
as a unit [29].
• Component A is flow dependent on component B if a definition in A is later
used in B [7, 29]. Consider two consecutive statements x := y and z := x. A
flow dependence exists between these statements because the second statement
depends on the definition of x in the first.
• An anti-dependence exists between two components A and B if exchanging A
and B would result in the creation of a flow dependence [7, 28, 29]. The two
consecutive statements z := x and x := y exhibits an anti-dependence.
• An output dependence exists between two components A and B if both A and B
contain a definition of the same variable [7, 28, 29]. An example of an output
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Next
Figure 31: The left side of the figure shows two WHILE statements, each containing
two statements. The right side shows the dominator tree for the two statements.
Exchanging Statement-l with Statement-2 would change their control dominators.
dependence would be the two statements x := y and x := z .
• As mentioned in Section 3.2.8, the context edge of statement entities may be used
to represent characteristics of a control flow graph (CFG). A statement context
may also act as a control dominator in a limited capacity. A node v is said to
be dominated by a node w if every path from the initial node in the flow graph
to v goes through w [1]. The node in the eEG describing the statement context
becomes the dominator of the statements it contains. This concept is illustrated
in Figure 31.
• The definition set of a node is constructed by the DEF(v) function. For example,
given the statement x := a+b+c, the definition for the assignment would be {x}.
The use set of a node is constructed by the USE(v) function. For example, given
the statement x := a+b+c, the use set for the assignment would be {a, b, c}.
The following conditions must be examined before the transformation may be applied:
1. RETURN and EXIT statements may not be exchanged because it will alter the
control flow and prevent the execution of the other statements being exchanged
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(lines 2, 3 and 4 in Figure 32). This condition is strengthened later to ensure
that the statements being exchanged have a single entry and exit point.
2. Statements located in different control regions may not be exchanged because
it will alter the conditions under which they execute by changing the control
dominator of the statements (line 5 in Figure 32).
3. Compound statements containing EXIT or RETURN statements may not be ex-
changed because it will also effect the control dominators of the statements being
exchanged. Both Si and S2 must have a single entry and single exit point (line 6
in Figure 32).
4. The previous conditions only examined control dependencies. The data depen-
dencies must now be tested. Three dependency checks are required to determine
the influence of re-ordering the statements. The transformation is aborted if ei-
ther a flow, output or anti-dependence is detected (lines 7,8 and 9 in Figure 32).
5. As stated earlier, the Oexchange transformation effectively moves two statements.
It is possible that Si and S2 are not adjacent. In this case the statement sequence
between Si and S2 must also be examined to determine if a flow, output or anti-
dependence exists (lines 10 through 19 in Figure 32).
If these conditions are met, then Si and S2 may be exchanged.
4.2.7 The Create Procedure Transformation
The Ocreateprocedure (B, local, procname) function may be used to replace a number of
consecutive statements by a procedure call and is defined as an abstraction transfor-
mation. The transformation replaces a selected sequence B, consisting of n consecutive
statements, with a call to procedure proc. If B is embedded within a procedure context
and local = TRUE, then proe will be created locally within this procedure context.
Otherwise, proe is created globally within the module context.
The new procedure will be called proename and contain the statement sequence B.
The transformation automatically determines if the parameters of proe require to be
declared as reference or value parameters. The individual statements in B are denoted
as Si, S2, ... , Sn· The algorithm for this transformation is presented in Figure 33. The
following conditions must hold to ensure that the transformations will preserve the
meaning of the program:
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1 proe ExchangeStatement(sl, S2) ==
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
if (SI ri: S) V (S2 ri: S) then ERROR ft;
if (SI (type) E {stmtExit, stmtReturn}) V
(S2 (type) E {stmtExit, stmtReturn }) then ERRORft;
if sl(context) i= s2(context) then ERROR ft;
if ...,(SingleEntryExit(sl» 1\ (SingleEntryExit(s2» then ERROR ft;
if USE(s2) n DEF(Sl) i= 0 then ERROR ft;
if USE(Sl) n DEF(s2) i= 0 then ERROR ft;
if DEF(sl) n DEF(s2) i= 0 then ERROR ft;
s +- SI (next);
while s i= S2 do
if USE(s) n DEF(sl) i= 0 then ERROR ft;
if USE(s) n DEF(s2) i= 0 then ERROR ft;
if USE(sI) n DEF(s) i= 0 then ERROR ft;
if USE(s2) n DEF(s) i= 0 then ERROR ft;
if DEF(s) n DEF(Sl) i= 0 then ERROR ft;
if DEF(s) n DEF(s2) i= 0 then ERROR ft;
s +- s(next)18
19 od;
20 end
Figure 32: Algorithm for the Óexchange transformation.
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flow dependence
anti-dependence
output dependence
flow dependence
anti-dependence
anti-dependence
flow dependence
output dependence
output dependence
1. The new name must be a valid identifier according to the EBNF definition for
ident to ensure that the compiler will accept the procedure declaration (line 2
in Figure 33).
2. The entities in the sequence must all be valid statements and share the same
context. This does not imply that the selected statements reside in the same
block. However, it does ensure that the selection is taken from either a single
compound statement or procedure body (lines 3 through 8 in Figure 33).
3. The context, proeeontext, for the new procedure, proe, must now be determined,
based on whether the procedure must be created locally (nested) within a proce-
dure or globally within the module (lines 9 through 18 in Figure 33).
4. The destination context must now be examined to determine if an entity called
proename already exists. If so, the transformation is illegal because it would
create a duplicate identifier (line 19 in Figure 33).
5. The statement sequence may contain references to other procedures or variables
called proename . If this is the case, then the transformation will invalidate these
dependencies (lines 20 through 24 in Figure 33).
6. The next step involves examining every procedure call within S to determine
whether it can be reached from the new context, proeeontext (lines 25 through 29
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in Figure 33). At this point an empty procedure context, proc, called procname
may be created so that proc (context) = proecontext (line 30 in Figure 33).
7. Type dependencies of variable and type declarations, as well as constant decla-
rations, must be reachable from the new context. Variable declarations are not
examined because they will become the parameters of the procedure call. This
condition is examined in lines 31, 32 and 33 of Figure 33.
The transformation may now be applied as follows:
1. The variables shared between the use and definition sets of S are removed from
use to avoid duplicating parameters (line 34 in Figure 33).
2. Global variables and constants are removed from use and de! to limit the number
of parameters passed to the new procedure (lines 35 and 36 in Figure 33).
3. A node representing the procedure call, proccall, must now be created along with
the necessary formal and actual parameters. The parameters are obtained from
de! and use. If a variable denotes a structured data type, then the variable is
passed as a parameter instead of an individual field or index of the variable (lines
37 through 40 in Figure 33).
4. Move the statements in S into proc and insert proccall in the predecessor of SI
(lines 41, 42 and 43 in Figure 33).
5. Insert proc into proecontext (lines 44 in Figure 33).
4.3 Transformation Examples
Three examples are examined in this section to illustrate the detail of the transforma-
tions discussed in Section 4.2.
4.3.1 Example: Syntactic Transformation
An example of a syntactic transformation is illustrated using the t5remove operation.
Figure 34 contains an Oberon module that requires restructuring, the goal being the
removal of the constant declaration of C in line 6. The conditions that apply to this
transformation, outlined in Section 4.2.2, must now be examined:
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1 proe CreateProcedure (S, local, proename ) ==
2 if --,ValidName(newname) then ERROR ft;
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
8 +- 81;
while (8 i= NIL) 1\ (s(context) = 81(context)) 1\
(s(type) ES) do
8 +- s(next)
od;
if 8 i= NIL then ERROR ft;
proccontext +- 81(context);
if local then
while proecontext (type) i= cntxModule do
proecontext +- proecontext (context)
else
while proccontext(type) ¢ {cntxModule, cntxProcedure} do
proccontext +- proecontext (context)
ft;
if LocaINode(proccontext,procname) i= NIL then ERROR ft;
8 +- 81;
while 8 i= NIL do
if NewControLDep(8,procname) then ERROR ft;
8 +- s( next)
od;
8 +- 81;
while 8 i= NIL do
if --,ProcCaliValid(8, ContextPath(proccontext)) then ERROR ft;
8 +- s(next)
29 od;
30 proe +- CreateProcedure (proccontext , proename );
31 use +- USE(S); de! +- DEF(S);
32 CheckDependenciesProc (use, ContextPath (proe));
33 CheckDependenciesProc i de]; ContextPath (proe));
34 use +- use \ de];
35 RemoveGlobals (use, ContextPath (proccontext) );
36 RemoveGlobals i de]; ContextPath (proccontext) );
37 proccall +- N ewN ode (stmtProcedureCall, 81 (context));
38 proccall(procedurecall) +- proe;
39 CreateFormal(proc, dej , use);
40 CreateActual(proccall, dej , use);
41 pre +- Predecessort si'ï,
42 MoveStatements (S, proc( body));
43 InsertNode(proccall,pre);
44 InsertN ode (proccontext (procedurecontext ), proe)
45 end
Figure 33: Algorithm for the Ócreateprocedure transformation.
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1. MODULE Examplel;
2.
3. CaNST
4. A = 1·.
5. B = A;
6. e = A+B;
7. END Examplel.
Figure 34: Original module that awaits restructuring.
1. MODULE Examplel;
2.
3. CaNST
4. A = 1;
5. B = A;
6. END Examplel.
Figure 35: The Example! module after removing the constant declaration of C in line
6 of Figure 34 by applying the <5remove transformation.
1. C(export) = FALSE. This condition holds because C is not exported.
2. C(dependencyset) = 0 because no entity in Example! references C.
3. c( type) = entConstant. Only certain types of entities may be deleted, including
constant declarations.
New source code will be generated once the node representing the declaration is re-
moved. The source code for the new module is presented in Figure 35.
The Oremove transformation also illustrates the dependency relationship that some-
times exists between restructuring operations. Again, consider the module presented
in Figure 34, but assume that the restructuring goal was the removal of A (line 4). Con-
ditions 1 and 3 still hold, but not condition 2. The transformation is rejected because
A(dependencyset) = {B, Cl. Constant A can only be removed if C and B are removed
first to ensure that the dependency set of A is empty. Transformation dependencies,
and how to deal with them, are briefly discussed in Section 4.4.
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4.3.2 Example: Control Flow Transformation
An example of a control flow transformation is presented using the 6exchange transfor-
mation. Figure 36 contains an Oberon module that must be restructured by exchanging
the first WHILEstatement ($WHILE-O) with the second ($WHILE-1). The conditions de-
scribed in Section 4.2.6 must now be examined.
1. Neither $WHILE-Onor $WHILE-1 are EXIT or RETURNstatements.
2. Both WHILEstatements share the same context P1 and fall under the same control
region.
3. Neither $WHILE-O nor $WHILE-1 contain EXIT or RETURNstatements, satisfying
the condition that statements must have a single entry and exit point.
4. The definition and use sets for $WHILE-Oand $WHILE-1 must now be computed.
USE($WHILE-O) = {x}, DEF($WHILE-O) = {x}, USE($WHILE-1) = {y,z} and
DEF($WHILE-1) = {y,z}.
• USE($WHILE-1) nDEF($WHILE-O) = 0 so no flow dependence exists
• USE($WHILE-O) n DEF($WHILE-1) = 0 so no anti-dependence exists
• DEF($WHILE-O) nDEF($WHILE-1) = 0 so no output dependence exists
5. There is one statement between $WHILE-O and $WHILE-1 that must be exam-
ined. Computing its use and definition sets yield USE($ASSIGN-4) = {x} and
DEF($ASSIGN-4) = {z}. USE($ASSIGN-4) n DEF($WHILE-O) = {x} indicating
that a flow dependence exists between $WHILE-Oand $ASSIGN-4. The transfor-
mation will therefore be aborted.
4.3.3 Example: Abstraction Transformation
An example of an abstraction transformation is illustrated using the 6createprocedure
operation. Figure 37 contains a module that awaits restructuring. The goal is to
replace the FOR statement (lines 19 through 23) by a procedure call. The internal
name assigned by NORTto this statement is $FOR-O. The new procedure will be called
Ini tializeUsers and must be created within the module context. The conditions
outlined in Section 4.2.7 must now be examined.
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MODULE Example2;
CONST
N = 10;
PROCEDURE Pl;
VAR
x, y, z: LONGINT;
BEGIN
x := 0;
y := 0;
z := 0;
WHILE x < N DO
x := x+l
END;
z := x;
WHILE z > 0 DO
Y := y+l;
z := z-l
END
END Pl;
END Example2.
(* \$ASSIGN-O *)
(* \$ASSIGN-l *)
(* \$ASSIGN-2 *)
(* \$WHILE-O *)
(* \$ASSIGN-3 *)
(* \$ASSIGN-4 *)
(* \$WHILE-l *)
(* \$ASSIGN-5 *)
(* \$ASSIGN-6 *)
Figure 36: An Oberon module that must be restructured by exchanging the the two
WHILEstatements. The internal statement names generated by NORT have been included
as comments.
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1. lni tializeUsers is a valid identifier according to Oberon's EBNF definition.
2. $FOR-O( type) = stmtFor and is a valid selection. The second part of the condition
tests whether all the statements in S share the same context and is satisfied
because there is only one statement in S.
3. It was assumed that the user elected to place the new procedure within the mod-
ule context (local = FALSE). proccontext +- $FOR-O(context) so proccontext =
CreateDatabase. After proccontext is adjusted it points to the module context,
Example3.
4. The search to locate an entity called lni tializeUsers is carried out over all the
edges specified in Example3( search). However, such a node does not exist, and
the transformation will continue to the next condition.
5. The reference dependency set of $FOR-O is computed and includes the dependen-
cies obtained from the three assignments nested inside $FOR-O (lines 20, 21 and
22). Re!erenceDependency($FOR-O) = {i, MaxUsers, Database.Name,
Database.Age, Database.ID}. The transformation continues to the next condition
because none of the reference dependencies are called lnitializeUsers.
6. There are no procedure calls within S. An empty procedure context proe is
created. proc(name) +- "End t i a'l izellaar s " and proc(context) +- Example3.
7. use = {i,MaxUsers} and de! = {i, Database.Name, Database.Age, Database.ID}.
All the record fields exhibit a type dependency on LONGlNT.The LONGlNTentity
is declared in the predefined context and can be reached from the new procedure.
The MaxUsers constant can also be reached because it was declared globally
within the module.
The transformation may now be performed:
1. use = {i,MaxUsers} and de! = {i,Database.Name,Database.Age,Database.ID}.
Since i is an element of both use and dej , it may be removed (use = {MaxUsers}).
2. MaxUsers is a global constant, reachable from procedure lni tializeUsers, and
may therefore be removed (use = 0).
3. A node, proccall, representing a procedure call to lnitializeUsers is created.
The formal parameters of proe and actual parameters for proecall must now be
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1. MODULE Example3;
2.
3. CONST
4. MaxUsers 100;
5.
6. TYPE
7. UserDesc = RECORD
8. Name: ARRAY 32 OF CHAR;
9. Age, ID: LONGINT
10. END;
ll.
12. UserList = ARRAY MaxUsers OF UserDesc;
13.
14. PROCEDURE CreateDatabase*;
15. VAR
16. i: LONGINT;
17. Database: UserList;
18. BEGIN
19. FOR i := 0 TO MaxUsers-l DO
20. Database[i).Name[0] := OX;
21. Database[i).Age := 0;
22. Database[i).ID := 0;
23. END;
24. (*. .. remaining code of procedure ... *)
25. END CreateDatabase;
26.
27. END Example3.
Figure 37: Oberon module that awaits restructuring. The goal is to replace the FOR
statement by a procedure call.
created. Since use is empty, only de! will be considered. The first parameter
added to both proe and proeeall is i. The next parameter is Database (recall
that the transformation removes the qualified fields when working with structured
data types). The elements remaining in de! all qualify Database and will not be
added to the parameter lists.
4. $FOR-O is removed from its original context and placed within the body of pro-
cedure lni tializeUsers, while proeeall is inserted into the body of procedure
CreateDatabase.
5. The procedure context, proe, is inserted into Example3(proeedureeontext). The
restructured module is presented in Figure 38.
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1. MODULE Example3;
2.
3. CONST
4. MaxUsers 100;
5.
6. TYPE
7. UserDesc = RECORD
8. Name: ARRAY 32 OF CHAR;
9. Age, ID: LONGINT
10. END;
11.
12. UserList = ARRAY MaxUsers OF UserDesc;
13.
14. PROCEDURE InitializeUsers(VAR i: LONGINT; VAR Database: UserList);
15. BEGIN
16. FOR i := 0 TO MaxUsers-l DO
17. Database[i].Name[0] := OX;
18. Database[i].Age := 0;
19. Database[i].ID := 0
20. END
21. END InitializeUsers;
22.
23. PROCEDURE CreateDatabase*;
24. VAR
25. i: LONGINT;
26. Database: UserList;
27. BEGIN
28. InitializeUsers(i, Database);
29. (*. .. remaining code of procedure ... *)
30. END CreateDatabase;
31.
32. END Example3.
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Figure 38: Module Example3 after replacing the original FOR statement in procedure
CreateDatabase by the procedure call lni tializeUsers. The elimination of param-
eters results in an almost optimal solution. i could have been passed as a value pa-
rameter without affecting the program's behaviour, but since it is modified by the FOR
loop it is treated as a reference parameter.
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4.4 Transformation Dependencies
Dependency relationships are not limited to the entities within a program. Restruc-
turing operations may also exhibit this characteristic. The example presented in Sec-
tion 4.3.1 showed how the removal of a constant can depend on the prior removal of
other constants.
Roberts defined a method whereby a chain of refactorings (transformations) could be
re-ordered according to their inter-dependencies and separated into sub-chains. By
identifying those transformations within a chain that can commute! and repeatedly
re-ordering them, separate chains can be generated that are independent of each other,
thereby simplifying complex restructuring operations [37].
4.5 Updating Dependency Information within the eEG
Transformations not only alter the structure of a program, but also influence the
dependencies that exist between nodes within the program representation structure.
Using a single program representation structure such as the CEG also requires post-
transformation synchronisation. For example, removing a declaration of a variable may
leave unwanted references to the declaration in the dependency sets of other nodes
within the CEG.
One method to address this problem would be to synchronise the CEG after every
transformation by updating all the affected dependency sets to correctly reflect the
current state of the program. However, this operation may prove to be expensive,
depending on the nature of the restructuring operation. In the worst case, the process
of updating dependencies will require a complete traversal of the CEG to locate all
the affected nodes. Furthermore, the operations to update a specific dependency may
entail various actions on the individual nodes to remove and re-connect certain vertices,
operations which themselves may be expensive.
A simple, and less computationally intensive solution, was implemented to address this
problem. Once a user elects to accept a transformation, the restructured code is parsed
to produce a new CEG. Not only does this solve the problem, but also guarantees that
all the dependencies are correct.
1As a rule of thumb, two transformations do not commute if either one creates the conditions on
which the other depends.
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4.6 Summary
Restructuring a program by simply applying transformations is not sufficient. Trans-
formations must preserve the meaning of the program being restructured. This chapter
introduced a notation to abstract and define the transformation functions implemented
in NORT. The transformations were classified and various conditions were presented to
ensure that meaning is preserved during restructuring operations. Examples were also
presented to illustrate the function of the various conditions during the application of
transformations.
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Evaluation and Conclusion
The primary goal of this thesis was to design and implement a prototype tool to
restructure Oberon source code. A number of secondary objectives were also defined
at the outset of this project, as described in Section 1.1.
Results from the implementation and various trial runs of the prototype are discussed in
Section 5.1. The environment, specifically the user interface, is discussed in Section 5.2.
The supported transformations are evaluated in Section 5.3, followed by a discussion
of the CEG and possible future work in Sections 5.4 and 5.5. Concluding remarks are
presented in Section 5.6.
5.1 Implementation and Results
The Oberon system rests upon two principles: simplicity and clarity [45]. It is im-
portant to keep the principles of Oberon in mind when reviewing the results of NORT
and comparing it with the results from other systems because of the economics of scale
involved. In Unix, for instance, the gee compiler! constitutes a fairly large application
spanning more than 120 files, totalling more than 300,000 linesé of code. In compar-
ison, the entire Oberon systerrr' is composed of 250 modules and represents less than
200,000 lines'' of code.
1Information obtained from gcc, release 2.95.1.
2Line count based only on *. c files and includes comments.
3The system described here is based on the PC Native 31.07.2000 release and includes the kernel,
device drivers, network support, compiler and Gadgets framework. No other utilities or applications
were included.
4Line count based only on *.Modfiles and includes comments.
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Module Function Lines Executable (bytes)
NORTDefs Global variables, etc. 95 47
NORTDebug Debugging routines 102 1848
NORTErrors Error reporting 209 2803
NORTCEG Manipulation of CEG nodes 1209 16291
NORTOM Object Model parser 555 12351
NORTGadgets General Gadgets manipulation 166 2380
NORTCEGGadgets CEG Gadgets implementation 147 2305
NORTSourceGen Source code generator 542 11591
NORTScanner Scanner 279 5445
NORTParser Parser 791 11648
NORTTransformations Transformation functions 1002 13544
NORT Application front-end 625 9063
Total I 5722 I 89316
Table 2: Breakdown of implementation into modules.
Table 2 presents an overview of the various modules used by NaRT while Figure 39
illustrates the implementation structure of NaRT.
Unlike traditional systems where the size of an application can easily end up totalling
tens or even hundreds of thousands of lines of code, modules in Oberon often only
reach a few hundred, or sometimes thousand, lines of code. This leads to a considerable
reduction in the amount of resources required to restructure a module. Table 3 contains
the results of various modules used to evaluate NaRT. Most important is the memory
requirements of the eEG structure shown in the last column.
Module Function Lines Statements Procedures CEG size
Kernel Oberon kernel 2663 1815 144 1.65 MB
Disks Block devices interface 320 169 51 0.23 MB
ATADisks ATA disk driver 1275 1038 118 1.06 MB
OPO Compiler back-end 850 559 103 0.58 MB
NORTCEG Manipulation of CEG nodes 1209 791 119 0.82 MB
Table 3: Breakdown showing memory requirements of the eEG for various modules.
A breakdown of the various node classes created during the construction of the eEG
for a specific module is presented in Table 4. Node sizes are fixed, although some data
generated by expression nodes may grow dynamically, as is the case when working with
literate string constants. A eEG node requires 176 bytes, expression nodes 44 bytes
(excluding string constants), while dependency and expression list nodes each require
8 bytes. The design of the various node classes is not optimal. Some improvements,
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Figure 39: Implementation structure of NORT.
such as generalising the use of certain edges within the eEG node, can be adopted to
red uce memory requirements even further.
The majority of eEG nodes generated represent designator nodes and on average ac-
counted for 50% of the eEG nodes. In some cases, such as the Kernel module, the
designator nodes accounted for 60% of the nodes (4938 out of 8177 nodes). Refinement
of the designator nodes should dramatically affect the memory consumption of NORT.
Designator nodes are currently implemented using the eEG node type. It should be
possible to redesign the nodes so that the memory requirements of designator nodes
are reduced to around 8 bytes per node (a single pointer to the eEG node represent-
ing the identifier being referenced and an additional field to create a linked list when
representing qualified identifiers). This may complicate the implementation of some
algorithms by introducing an additional node class, but can be justified given the gains
in terms of memory requirements.
Module eEG Nodes Expression Nodes Dependency Nodes Expression Lists
Kernel 8177 5396 4868 2071
Disks 1204 554 693 194
ATADisks 5403 3128 2836 1243
OPO 2882 1794 1893 750
NORTCEG 4185 2177 2768 720
Table 4: Breakdown of nodes into the four major node classes for various modules.
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5. 2 User Interface
A restructuring tool should provide a comfortable environment for the user, allowing
access to information required to plan and execute restructuring operations, while
hiding unnecessary details [17, 23]. A number of user interfaces were considered during
the development of the project, including the use of visual abstractions such as the
Star-Diagram [6, 24]. After careful consideration it was decided to design an interface
based on hypertext, a specialised form of active text. Active text extends traditional
text by providing sensitive areas for user interaction and may encapsulate a variety
of information [31]. Hypertext is often used to link separate but related pieces of
information [31, 33]. In NORT, this link is created between specific syntactic components
of the language in the source code and their representation within the eEG.
Source code, containing links to nodes within the eEG, is produced by NORT after
parsing an Oberon module. The links are created by embedding visual objects into the
text. These objects are based on Gadgets, a component framework for Oberon [16].
The components (objects) of the Gadget framework are also called gadgets and rep-
resent persistent objects that exist within the run-time environment of Oberon [16].
The gadgets embedded within the source code are visually similar to normal text and
are distinguished based on their bold typeface. Figure 40 contains a view of the en-
vironment provided by NORT and shows the source code of a module containing active
text.
Each gadget represents a node within the eEG that may be selected for a restructuring
operation. The algorithm responsible for generating the source code from the eEG is
also responsible for inserting links to connect each component with its corresponding
node in the eEG. This framework presents a number of advantages:
• There is no need to visualise the graph structure of the eEG. The user manip-
ulates it indirectly through the visual components embedded within the source
code. The user associates restructuring operations with the programming lan-
guage and not a complex graph structure.
• Search operations to locate vertices in the eEG corresponding to syntactic units
are not required. Every component the user may select is directly linked to a
specific vertex of the eEG.
• The user can inspect a specific component, should he desire to do so. Again, little
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overhead is incurred because of the direct link that exists between an active text
component and a vertex within the CEG.
5.3 Evaluation of Transformations
A number of transformations have been implemented in NaRT and arguments pertaining
to their correctness have been put forward. Whether these arguments are sufficient
to ensure meaning preserving transformations during sustained use within a software
development environment remains to be seen.
5.3.1 Syntactic Transformations
A number of syntactic transformations were implemented and it was illustrated that
basic transformations could be facilitated by the CEG. In addition to these basic op-
erations, more complex syntactic transformations such as (jijcase were implemented to
illustrate the potential of the CEG.
Although useful, the (jijcase transformation is limited in identifying valid IF statements
that may be converted into CASEstatements. This can be attributed to the conservative
algorithm used for the evaluation of expressions. Converting the expression tree to
three address format before attempting sub-expression elimination should yield better
results.
5.3.2 Control Flow Transformations
The implementation of the (jexchange transformation is based on the demand driven
techniques used by CStructure [29] and, despite the lack of alias analysis, showed
that the CEGis capable of supporting similar functionality. The transformation also
provided an extension of the move_statement transformation, allowing the relocation
of two statements simultaneously.
5.3.3 Abstraction Transformations
The (jcreateprocedure transformation showed how demand driven analysis, based on def-
inition and use sets, can be applied to identify and limit the number of parameters
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BEG1N
FOR i:,-, OTO num 1 DO
ASSERT(d.rlilrne II !].n3rre)
END,
IF num", LfN(d,'vj THEN
old :=dfV;
NEW(dev,2xLEN(dev)};
FOR t:~ tiTO IIN(,)!d) 1 DO
:= ij
PROCEDURE Register ..(d
VAR
old: [)eviaTabk
i:WNCINT; .
END
END.
dev!nurni:= Li;
INC(num)
END
rm;!1">i
fOil I eTO num ,'I DO
flSSERT(device name if
fN!)' .
i-r ru'rtl ." iEN(d"vi THEN
old:", dêv;
NE\fl(dev,2xLtN(t1t'v});
rOR i :~()TO LfN«dd) ,-1 DO
c)rv1l1:",dd[i]
END
ENn.
Name:d
Parent Context: Register
CEG Type-: Parameter Entlly
Oependen(,YSet; I$PROC-1, $.t\SSIGN~16}
Referen~eDependendes. [Device}
Context Path .~ {Register, Oi sks}
Figure 40: Hypertext, based on components designed using the Gadgets framework,
is embedded within the source code generated from the eEG by NaRT. The hypertext
components are indicated by the bold typeface.
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required when abstracting a sequence of statements into a procedure. Several im-
provements can still be made, such as identifying unnecessary parameters that may
be declared as local variables or generating reference parameters to handle large data
structures more efficiently.
Data abstraction is important, not only during the design and implementation of soft-
ware, but also during maintenance. The lack of data abstraction transformations in
NORT needs to be addressed. This can be accomplished by including transformations
to support operations such as the creation of abstract data types.
5.4 Evaluation of the eEG
One of the objectives described in Section 1.1 was the use of a single program rep-
resentation structure. The design of the eEG is closely related to the syntactic and
semantic properties of the Oberon language. However, it will be possible to use the
general context-entity relationship to represent other languages such as C. Modelling
object oriented languages, such as C++ and Java, can only be investigated once the
eEG has been successfully used to model the object oriented structures of Oberon.
The eEG can easily be constructed during parsing and supports the computation of
information necessary to implement a wide variety of transformations. It also provides
the functionality to facilitate demand driven analysis.
However, program representation is not limited to the syntactic units of a language.
A simple example should suffice: Programmers often use comments to describe and
annotate their ideas. The eEG lacks the functionality of associating program con-
structs with specific comments. For example, a programmer may design a complex
data structure and place a comment nearby to describe its function and that of specific
fields. How should a program representation structure handle an abstraction operation
that removes certain fields to create a new abstract data type? Should it try to analyse
and associate specific comments with the data being abstracted and generate new com-
ments? Should it depend on guidance from the user or simply do nothing? Issues such
as these must also be addressed in the search to find a single program representation
structure.
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5.5 Future Work
A number of issues not addressed in this thesis require further investigation and include
the following:
1. The prototype of NORT does not support the object orientation model of type
extension and message passing employed by Oberon. The inclusion of type ex-
tended records, their representation within the eEG and methods to facilitate
transformations on such records must still be examined.
Extending the eEG to accommodate type extended records should not pose a
great problem. The addition of an edge to represent the base type of a record
should suffice. The issues surrounding dynamic and static types, especially in
context of the WITH guard statement, the IS relation and general alias analysis,
justify an investigation to determine whether demand driven analysis, based on
the eEG, can provide sufficient information to implement abstraction transfor-
mations related to object oriented frameworks.
2. The context-entity relationship provides a reasonable solution for restructuring a
single software module. Applications developed within the Oberon environment
may demand extending this relationship to model larger , more complete software
systems. The Oberon compiler is a good example of a program composed of a
number of modules. Allowing the user to perform restructuring operations across
modules may result in improving the overall structure of the program and not just
a single module. It may prove a challenging problem to represent and analyse the
inter-module dependencies that exist within such a system or to apply demand
driven analysis techniques across modules. One solution that may prove successful
is to extend the context-entity relationship by creating a system context that
encapsulates various module contexts, representing a complete software system.
Another approach may be to incorporate the module interconnection graph (MIG)
described by Kang and Bieman [23].
3. A variety of transformations were implemented in NORT, of which some were triv-
ial, and others more complex. Analysing the needs of programmers and those
responsible for software maintenance will result in the development of more spe-
cialised transformations to aid the user in functioning more efficiently and pro-
ductively.
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Clone detection, a technique used to identify duplicate code and abstract each
occurrence into a subroutine call, should receive special consideration. Given
the fact that clone detection can be implemented using the AST and the focus
placed on demand driven techniques, makes this an ideal transformation to be
considered for future implementations [5].
5.6 Conclusion
The project is deemed successful, although some work is still required to produce a
tool that may be applied routinely during software development within the Oberon
environment. This thesis has contributed by providing insight into the design and im-
plementation process of a restructuring tool, specifically the representation structure
and the design of transformations based on such a structure. This project also con-
firmed the results presented by Morgenthaler [29] that a single representation structure
is feasible for developing a restructuring tool. Various problem areas have been identi-
fied and possible solutions and improvements have been proposed as future research.
To conclude: Martin Feather, one of the advocates of transformation systems during
the 1970's, recently remarked:
" the one big thing I, and perhaps others, didn't know was today's many
and varied applications of transformation." [14]
Software maintenance is important, but so are all the other activities that form part
of the infamous software life cycle. Applying the correct tool to a specific problem is
just as important as understanding the problem. A restructuring tool is one of many
tools at the disposal of a programmer today and should not be used in isolation. It
must be combined with other tools to realize its full potential in producing high quality
software and furthering our understanding of large software systems.
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Appendix A
Oberon Language Definition
The syntax definition of the subset of the Oberon language supported by NORT is
presented in extended Backus-Naur Formalism (EBNF) based on the definition in [35].
The [ and] symbols denote that the enclosed sentential form is optional while { and
} denote repetition (possibly 0 times). Changes in the language definition occur from
time to time. The current definition is contained in the OberonReport .html file which
accompanies the Native Oberon distribution". A formal specification describing the
semantics of Oberon may be found in [25].
A.1 Module
module = MODULE ident ";" [ImportListJ DeclarationSequence
[BEGIN StatementSequenceJ END ident " "
Importlist = IMPORT import {"," import}
import = ident [":=" identJ
If.1I,
A.2 Declarations
DeclarationSequence = {CONST {ConstantDeclaration ";"}
TYPE {TypeDeclaration ";"} I
VAR {VariableDeclaration ,,;,,}}---------------------------
1Available through anonymous ftp at ftp: / /ftp. inf. ethz . ch/pub/ETHOberon/
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{ProcedureDeclaration ";"}
ConstantDeclaration = identdef "=" ConstExpression
ConstExpression = expression
TypeDeclaration = identdef "=" type
VariableDeclaration = IdentList
identdef = ident [,,*,,]
II. " type
type = qualident I ArrayType I RecordType I PointerType I ProcedureType
ArrayType = ARRAY length {"," length} OF type
length = ConstExpression
RecordType = RECORD FieldListSequence END
FieldListSequence = FieldList {";" FieldList}
FieldList [IdentList ":" type]
IdentList identdef {"," identdef}
PointerType = POINTER TO type
ProcedureDeclaration = ProcedureHeading ";" ProcedureBody ident
ProcedureHeading = PROCEDURE ["*"] identdef [FormalParameters]
ProcedureBody = DeclarationSequence [BEGIN StatementSequence] END
FormalParameters = "(" [FPSection {";" FPSection}] ")"
FPSection = [VAR] ident {"," ident} ":" FormalType
FormalType = {ARRAY OF} qualident I ProcedureType
A.3 Statements
[assignment I ProcedureCall I IfStatement I CaseStatement
WhileStatement I RepeatStatement I LoopStatement
ForStatement I EXIT I RETURN [expression] ]
assignment = designator ":=" expression
ProcedureCall = designator [ActualParameters]
statement
Statement Sequence = statement {";" statement}
IfStatement = IF expression THEN StatementSequence
{ ELSIF expression THEN StatementSequence }
{ ELSE StatementSequence}
END
CaseStatement CASE expression OF case {"I" case}
{ELSE StatementSequence} END
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case = [Caselabellist ":" StatementSequence]
Caselabellist = Caselabels {"," Caselabels}
Caselabels = ConstExpression [".." ConstExpression]
WhileStatement = WHILE expression DO StatementSequence END
RepeatStatement = REPEAT StatementSequence UNTIL expression
LoopStatement = LOOP StatementSequence END
ForStatement = FOR designator ":=" expression TO expression DO
Statement Sequence END
A.4 Expressions and Operators
expression = SimpleExpression [relation SimpleExpression]
relation = "=" I "#" I "<" I "<=" I ">" I ">=" I IN
SimpleExpression = ["+" "-"] term {Addoperator term}
Addoperator = "+" I "_" OR
term = factor {MulOperator factor}
MulOperator = "*" I "/" I DIV I MOD I "&"
factor = number I CharConstant I string I NIL I set I "(" expression ")" I
designator [ActualParameters] I "-,, factor
set = "{" [element {"," element}] "}
element = expression [".." expression]
ActualParameters = "(" [ExpList] ")"
ExpList = expression {"," Expression}
A.5 Identifiers, Numbers and Strings
ident = letter {letter I digit}
number = integer I real
integer = digit {digit} I digit {hexDigit} "H"
real = digit {digit} "." {digit} [ScaleFactor]
ScaleFactor = ("E" "0") ["+" "-"] digit {digit}
hexDigit = digit I "A" I "B" I "C" I "0" I "E" I "F"
digit = "0" I "1" I "2" I "3" I "4" I "5" I "6" I "7" "8" I "9"
CharConstant = """ character """ I digit {hexDigit} "X"
string = """ {character} """
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Selected Algorithms
The algorithms presented in Sections 4.2.3, 4.2.6 and 4.2.7 rely on a number of algo-
rithms that perform intermediary calculations, such as examining dependencies. Se-
lected algorithms are presented here to clarify details pertaining to the implementation
of the aforementioned transformation functions.
B.1 The Move Transformation
The omove transformation (described in Section 4.2.3) relies on a number of algorithms
that perform the necessary dependency checks. Local, global and current dependencies
are examined by the algorithms in Figures 41,42 and 43 respectively. The algorithm in
Figure 46 is used when a whole procedure is moved. The eEG is recursively traversed
to ensure that every entity and context within the procedure are examined.
1 proe CheckLocal (w , c) ==
2 r +- ReferenceDependency(w);
3 while r i- NIL do
4 jf ...,r(dependency) (context) E ContextPath(c) then ERROR ft;
5 r +- r(next)
6 od
7 end
Figure 41: Algorithm used to examine the local dependencies of entities when applying
the omove transformation.
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1 proe CheckGlobal(w,c) ==
2 rf- w(dependencyset);
3 while r i= NIL do
4 if oc E ContextPath(r(dependency)) then ERROR ft;
5 rf- r(next)
6 od
7 end
Figure 42: Algorithm used to examine the global dependencies of entities when applying
the 8move transformation.
1 proe Check Current (w , c) ==
2 u f- GlobaINode(c, w(name));
3 if (u i= NIL) (\ (u i= c) then
4 rf- u(dependencyset);
5 while r i= NIL do
6 if cE ContextPath(r(dependency)) then ERROR ft;
7 rf- r(next)
8 od
9
10
11
12
13
15
17
18
19
fl·_,
r f- ReferenceDependency (w);
while r i= NIL do
u f- LocalN ode (c, u( dependency) (name));
if (u i= NIL) (\
(u( name) i= r( dependency) (name)) (\
(u i= r(dependency)) then ERROR ft;
rf- r(next)
20 end
Figure 43: Algorithm to examine the existing dependencies of entities when applying
the 8move transformation.
1 proe CheckDependenciesMove(w,c)
2 while w i= NIL do
3 CheckLocal(w, c);
4 CheckGlobal(w,c);
5 CheckCurent(w,c);
6 w f- w(next)
7 od
8 end
Figure 44: Algorithm used to recursively evaluate all the dependencies of an entity
when applying the 8move transformation.
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16
17
18
19
20
21
22 od
23 end
1 proe CheekStatements(w, e) ==
2 while w =f. NIL do
3 if w(type) = stmtAssign then CheekLoeal(w,c)
4 elsif w (type) = stmil] then
5 CheekLoeal(w,c);
6 CheekStatements (w (body), c);
7 elsi] f- w (elsif);
8 CheekStatements (w( else), c);
9 elsif w(type) = stmtCase then
10 CheekStatements (w (else), c);
11 elsif (w(type) = stmtWhile) V (w(type) = stmtRepeat) V
13 (w (type) = stmtFor) then
14 CheekLoeal(w,c);
15 CheekStatements (w (body) , c)
elsif w (type) = stmtLoop then
CheekStatements (w (body), c)
elsif w (type) = stmtReturn then
CheekLoeal (w , c)
fl·_,
w f- w(next)
Figure 45: Algorithm used to examine the dependencies of statements within a proce-
dure context when applying the omove transformation.
1 proe CheekAll( w, c) ==
2 CheekDependeneiesM ove (w (resulttype) , c);
3 CheekDependeneiesM ove (w (eonstantentity ) , c);
4 CheekDependeneiesM ove (w (typeentity) , c);
5 CheekDependeneiesM ove (w (variableentity) , c);
6 CheekDependeneiesM ove (w (parameterentity ), c);
7 CheekStatements (w (body), c);
8 proe f- w (proeedureeontext );
9 while proe =f. NIL do
10 CheekAll(proe, e);
11 proe f- proe(next)
12 od
13 end
Figure 46: Algorithm used to examine all the entities that may be affected when
applying the dmove transformation to a procedure declaration.
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B.2 The Exchange Statement Transformation
The algorithm in Figure 47 is used to determine if a single entry and exit point ex-
ist. The algorithm examines the various statement types and recursively traverses
compound structures such as IF and WHILE statements.
B.3 The Create Procedure Transformation
The algorithm in Figure 48 is used by the 6createprocedure transformation to determine if
the type dependencies of type and variable declarations will be satisfied after the new
procedure is created,
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1 proe SingleEntryExit(s) ==
2 if s(type) = stmtAssign then return TRUE
3 elsif s(type) E {stmtWhile, stmtRepeat,
4 stmtLoop, stmtFor} then
5 ut- s(body);
6 SEE t- TRUE;
7 while (u i- NIL) /\ SEE do
8 SEE t- SingleEntryExit(u);
gut- u(next)
10 od;
11 return SEE
12 elsif s(type) = stmtProcedureCal1 then
13 u t- s (procedurecall) (body);
14 SEE t- TRUE;
15 while (u i- NIL) /\ SEE do
16 SEE t- SingleEntryExit(u);
17 ut- u(next)
18 od;
19 return SEE
elsif s(type) = stmtIf then
ut- s(body);
SEE t- TRUE;
while (u i- NIL) /\ SEE do
SEE t- SingleEntryExit(u);
ut- u(next)
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45 else return FALSE ft
46 end
od;
if -,sEE then return SEE ft;
w t- s(elsif);
while (w i- NIL) /\ SEE do
u t- w( body);
while (u i- NIL) /\ SEE do
SEE t- SingleEntryExit(u);
ut- u(next)
od;
w t- w( elsif)
if ..,SEE then return SEE ft;
ut- s(else);
SEE t- TRUE;
while (u i- NIL) /\ SEE do
SEE t- SingleEntryExit(u);
ut- u(next)
od;
return SEE
Figure 47: Algorithm used to determine if a single entry and exit point exist.
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1
2
3
1
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
131415
proe CheckDependencle.sProc (dep, p) ==
while dep ~ NIL do
d f- La.stDesignator(d(dependencY»i
if d(type) E {entType,
entVariabie} then
t f- TypeDependency(d(designator»i
if ~(t(designator)(context) Ep) 1\
t(designator)(context)(type) ~ cntxPredefined then ERROR !!;
elsif d(type) = ent Oonstont then
if ~(d(designator)(context) E p) 1\
d(designator)(context)(type) # cntxPredefined then ERROR !!;
!!;
dep +- dep(next)
Figure 48: Algorithm used to examine type dependencies of type and variable declara-
tions.
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